


     COVER LETTER  

   

On January 24th I called Mayor Hunter and explained to him how the process surrounding 

the GPIP dock was illegal.  I followed that call with an email containing a draft memo 

that I intended to send to the assembly if the Mayor did not take it before the assembly 

for action.  The Mayor promised a follow up phone call.  I never heard from him again.  I 

learned that my draft memo was later circulated to the rest of the assembly.  With the 

exception of Mr. Bean, I’ve heard nothing from any of the remaining assembly members. 

 

It is astonishing to me that not one of you has taken any initiative to address this issue.  .   

 

Since the Mayor and the assembly have chosen to ignore this serious issue I feel 

compelled to see it through.  It was never my intention to have to deal with anything 

further than a call and email to the Mayor.  It’s unfortunate that for this to see the light of 

day I have to invest my time and resources.  It’s my hope that the assembly will now 

address this. 

 

Remember that your only obligation is to the people of Sitka.  Somehow you have lost 

sight of that.  Choosing to hide Mr. Hanson’s and Mr. Gorman’s indiscretions before the 

best interest of your community is wrong.   

 

Your only appropriate action now is to: 

 

1.  Direct staff to revise procurement policies to reflect the legal requirements in the 

charter and code. 

2. Declare the contract void as it is by the charter. 

3. Determine to what degree your two employees have violated law and address 

them appropriately.   

 

I hope you come to the realization that it’s never too late to do the right thing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PRR APPEAL     

 

I requested the following for my public record request: 

 

1. Correspondence between the municipal attorney and the assembly or any 

individual assembly members. 

2. Correspondence between the city administrator and the assembly or any 

individual assembly members. 

3. Correspondence between the municipal attorney and the city administrator. 

4. Correspondence between the city administrator and the GPIP board or individual 

board members. 

5. Correspondence between the municipal attorney and the GPIP board or individual 

board members. 

6. Correspondence between the above mentioned parties and Turnigan marine 

construction. 

7. Any documents signed between CBS and Turnigan Marine Construction.   

8. Any documents circulated amongst the assembly and staff at the 12-13-2016 

assembly meeting (including executive session) this does not include the 

assembly packet.   

 

Some of the above has been complied with, most have not.  Mr. Hanson’s reasons for 

denying my request are based on attorney client privilege.  I believe Mr. Hanson is 

incorrectly applying this rule. 

 

Attorney client privilege is to protect the client, not the attorney.  The assembly is the 

client and Mr. Hanson is the attorney.  Mr. Hanson is using this rule of privilege to 

protect his actions (or lack thereof) and the actions of Mr. Gorman. 

 

I have adequately shown that the city administrator has violated the charter by signing 

into an agreement with Turnigan Marine Construction.   

 

 I believe the requested documents that Mr. Hanson is withholding will show that Mr. 

Gorman knowingly and deliberately signed the contract illegally and that Mr. Hanson 

was a party to this.  The only other plausible explanation is incompetence.   

 

Regardless of the reason, it’s now incumbent on the assembly to take appropriate action 

to deal with their only two employees.  Clearly Mr. Hanson and Mr. Gorman’s actions 

are not acceptable.  Their actions need to be dealt with by their employer, the assembly. 

 

Mr. Hanson’s actions themselves are a violation.   

 

Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.13. Organization as client. (b) if a 

lawyer for an organization knows that an officer, employee, or other person associated 

with the organization is engaged in conduct or intends to engage in conduct (whether act 

or omission) related to the representation that violates a legal obligation to the 

organization, or that constitutes a violation of law that might reasonably be imputed to 



the organization, and that this conduct is likely to result in substantial injury to the 

organization, then the lawyer shall take the steps reasonably necessary to protect the best 

interest of the organization.  In determining how to proceed, the lawyer shall give due 

consideration to: (1) the seriousness of the violation and its consequences, (2) the cope 

and nature of the lawyers representation, (3) the person’s responsibility within the 

organization and the person’s apparent motivation, (4) the policies of the organization 

concerning such matters, and (5) any other relevant considerations.  Any measures taken 

by the lawyer shall be designed to minimize disruption of the organization and the risk of 

revealing client confidences and secrets to persons outside the organization.  Such 

measures may include among others: 

(1) Asking for reconsideration of the matter; 

(2) Advising that a separate legal opinion on the matter be sought for presentation to 

appropriate authority in the organization; and 

(3) Referring the matter to higher authority in the organization, including, if 

warranted by the seriousness of the matter, referral to the highest authority that 

can act on behalf of the organization as determined by applicable law, unless the 

lawyer reasonably believes that this is not necessary or is not in the best interest 

of the organization.   

 

In short this means Mr. Hanson had an obligation to notify the assembly prior to the 

signing of the contract that it was an illegal act.  

 

I made the public records request with the clerk as required.  It was then turned over to 

Mr. Hanson to comply.  At that point Mr. Hanson had an obligation to go to his client, the 

assembly.   

 

Evidence Rule 503 states: A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent 

any other person from disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of 

facilitating the rendition of professional legal service, to the client… between himself… 

and his lawyer.”   

 

Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct 1.16 (a) A lawyer shall not reveal a confidence 

or secret relating to representation of a client unless the client consents after 

consultation…. 

 

As you can see it is incumbent upon your lawyer to approach you and ask if you wish to 

invoke privilege.  You have the right to disclose the documents.   

 

Rule 503 (c) Who May Claim the Privilege.  The privilege may be claimed by the 

client, the client’s guardian or conservator….The person who was the lawyer at the time 

of the communication may claim the privilege but only on behalf of the client.   

 

It’s obvious that a consultation never occurred between Mr. Hanson and the Assembly on 

whether or not to release the requested documents. 

 



Mr. Hanson has claimed privilege on communications between himself and the 

Assembly.  This is the only instance of which the privilege applies.  However, just 

because the communication was between the attorney and the client does not make it 

privileged.  And even if there is privileged information in a correspondence it doesn’t 

make the entire document privileged.  I should have seen redacted documents, or at least 

documentation of documents.  The Assembly (or members of) makes the decision as to 

attorney client privilege.  Since Mr. Hanson presumably did not consult the assembly this 

appeal will be your opportunity to decide that. 

 

Mr. Hanson is claiming privilege on correspondence between himself and Mr. Gorman.  

No such privilege exists.  The Client is the Assembly, not the administrator.  There is no 

relationship between the administrator and the attorney.  The organization chart found on 

the city website shows that.  The attorney’s job description is one line in the charter, 2.13 

(c) Municipal Attorney.  There shall be a municipal attorney appointed who shall serve at 

the pleasure of the assembly.  There is no mention of the administrator. 

 

Mr. Hanson is claiming privilege on correspondence that the assembly has not even seen.  

Not only has he claimed privilege where none exists; he has claimed attorney client 

privilege on correspondence that his client has not even been party to.  And again, he is 

claiming privilege on these documents without any consultation of his client.   

 

It’s clear the Mr. Gorman violated the charter.  It’s appears this was done intentionally.  It 

appears these actions were taken outside of the assembly’s knowledge.  It has since been 

made clear to the assembly what has happened.  It is now on the assembly to take 

appropriate action.  That action would be an investigation into the actions of the attorney 

and the administration.  A lack of action only makes you complicit in these illegal 

activities which appear to go beyond the signing of the contract. No more excuses.  It’s 

time for the Assembly to take action.  The first step is to release these documents to the 

public, and as ridiculous as it sounds, to yourself.  At that time the right thing to do will 

be inherently obvious.   

 

If you choose not to release the requested documents that is your prerogative.  I obviously 

have a further appeal. I would ask that you make this decision based on your own 

opinions as opposed to those of your staff.  Clearly, if these documents have information 

that must be kept confidential to protect the financial interests of the city, their judgement 

is suspect already.  They obviously have their own motivation to keep this information 

from the public.  To this point, the Assembly has not done anything wrong other than 

doing nothing.   

 

Regardless of what you decide as a group, it’s time for you to scrutinize the actions of 

your two employees.  I would recommend exercising provision 2.12 of the charter and 

conduct an investigation.  That investigation should also include outside counsel.   

I have made some serious allegations that have merit.  Surely this warrants some type of 

investigation on the part of the assembly.  At the very least I should have raised enough 

doubt for you to be concerned enough to investigate the matter.  Anything less makes you 

as guilty as them. 



Brian Hanson 

From: 
Sent: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com > 

Friday, January 27, 2017 8:39 AM 
To: Brian Hanson 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson 
RE: Your Public Records Request 

Thanks for the response. 

I did state that I believe the records request is incomplete. To be clear, it is not just what was excluded for privilege and 
protected reasons. There is also other known correspondence that was not included as well as references to 
attachments and emails strings that appeared to be incomplete. 

All of the "research, additional investigation, legal research, and analysis" should have been already completed with my 
initial request. If not, then it can only mean that the initial request was not completed in earnest. If the city will require 
additional fees to complete this request, I will not pay. 

Obviously the city's ten day response time from the initial request has long expired. Regardless, I can certainly be 
patient until next week. 

If my request is not completed to my satisfaction I will consider my 10 day time frame for assembly appeal to commence 
from the time that I receive a final response from you. 

Thank you, 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 

~ Please consider the environment before printing this email 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
which remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
of review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
from disclosure under applicable Jaw. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
contain material that is intellectual property whic.h may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
of the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 

message and any copies. 

From: Brian Hanson [mailto:brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:50 PM 
To: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
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Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org>; Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Your Public Records Request 

Marko, 

This will respond to your emails to Deputy Clerk Melissa Henshaw, dated January 14, 2017, and January 16, 2017. In 
those emails you complain that CBS's response, dated January 4, 2017, to your Public Records Request (PRR), dated 

. December 17, 2016, is incomplete and wrongly relies on the attorney-client privilege to exclude production of certain 
requested communications. 

Please be advised that I will reconsider your PRR in full. This reconsideration will require additional investigation, legal 
research, and analysis. However, my busy schedule does not permit immediate attention to this matter. 

I expect to complete the reconsideration of your PRR and respond to you by next Wednesday, February 1, 2017. I would 
appreciate your patience until then. In the meantime, please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or 
concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Brian 

Brian E. Hanson 
Mu_nicipal Attorney 
City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska 
(907)747-1879 
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Brian Hanson 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, February 14, 2017 11:15 AM 
Brian Hanson; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 

Subject: 

Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter 
(Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz (Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson 
(Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
Re: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

Thank you for your email.· 

I guess we still have a difference in opinion. 

As far I know, an appeal of this nature has never gone to the assembly. It never happened in my eight years, 

and I don't remember anything prior or since. 

How would such an appeal work before the assembly? 

As their legal counsel, I'm sure the assembly will rely on you for how the proceeding would work, so I ask 

you. Some type of process and rules will obviously have to be worked out in advance. 

Thanks, 

Marko Dapcevich 

503-956-6240 

From: Brian Ha.nson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 8, 2017 6:04:23 PM 
To: markodap@hotmail.com; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz 
(Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson (Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); 
Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
Subject: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

Mr. Dapcevich, 

This will follow-up on my email to you, dated January 24, 2017, in which I promised to "reconsider your PRR in full." This 
will also respond to your various emails to Deputy Clerk Melissa Henshaw and myself in which you questioned the 
completeness and integrity of our responses to your PRR. 

I have reconsidered your PRR in full and have come to the conclusion that the CBS was initially entirely responsive. I will 
address below each of your specific requests ("related to the GPIP Dock project") by corresponding number. 

1. There exists email correspondence between the Municipal Attorney and the Assembly as a body and 
Assembly members individually which are public records. However, those emails are protected by the 

"attorney-client privilege"; and, therefore, have not been produced to you. The applicability ofthe privilege 

is discussed below. 
2. There exists email correspondence between the Administrator and the Assembly as a body and Assembly 

members individually which are public records. Those emails have already been produced to you. I am 

reproducing those emails to you(see attached) with numbered pages 1 through 6. 

3. There exists email correspondence between the Municipal Attorney and the City Administrator which are 

public records. However, those emails are protected by the "attorney-client privilege"; and, therefore, have 

not been produced to you. The applicability of the privilege is discussed below. 
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4. No such correspondence exists. In our original response, CBS produced emails between Garry White and 

the City Administrator. Mr. White is the Executive Director of SEDA. He is not a GPIP board 

member. Therefore, CBS was not required to produce that corresppndence. Regardless, we did so. I am 
reproducing those emails to you (see attached) with numbered pages 7 through 13. 

5. No such correspondence exists. If there were such correspondence, it would be protected by the attorney
client privilege and not produced. 

6. No such correspondence exists. 

7. There exists documents signed between CBS and Turnagain which are public records. Those documents 
have already been produced to you. I am reproducing those documents to you (see attached), except the 

contract, with numbered pages 14 through 16. 

8. There exists one document circulated amongst the Assembly and Staff which is a public record. That 

document has already been produced to you. I am reproducing that document to you (see attached) with 
numbered page 17. There exists another document, a copy of relevant charter and code provisions, 

circulated amongst the Assembly and Staff in the Executive Session which is a public record. However, that 
document is protected by the attorney-client privilege; and, therefore, has not been produced to you. The 
applicability of the privilege is discussed below. 

In your email dated January 27, 2017, you state there is "known correspondence that was not included as well as 
references to attachments and emails strings that appeared to be incomplete." If you are referring to any 
correspondence that has not been deemed by me to be protected by the attorney-client privilege, please enlighten me 
so I may investigate and respond. CBS had its IT Director, along with my Paralegal, search specifically for the requested 
correspondence. A diligent and good faith search was made which came up with what was produced. I also reviewed 
my saved emails to confirm CBS's response to your PRR. I found my saved emails to be consistent with CBS's initial 
response. Again, if you have information to the contrary, please share it with me so I may investigate and respond. 

Now, I'll address the attorney-client privilege relied upon. Initially, when I first reviewed your PRR, I relied upon my 
private practice experience, the past experience of the CBS Legal Department as related to me by my Paralegal, and a 
CBS Legal Department memo, dated December 11, 2001 (coincidentally from a past Municipal Attorney, Clifford J. Groh 
II, to you - copy attached), all of which supported my decision to deem the correspondence you requested between me 
and others as privileged; and, therefore, protected from production to you. Once you objected, I determined it prudent 
to reconsider my decision. Accordingly, I have performed the additional investigation, legal research and analysis I 
promised to you which I summarize as follows. 

SGC 1.25.040.A.3 states: "Every person has a right to inspect a public record except...[r]ecords required to be kept 
confidential ... by state law[.]" The state law applicable here is Evidence Rule 503 which states: "A client has a privilege 
to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from disclosing confidential communications made for the 
purpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal service, to the client ... between himself... and his 
lawyer." Here, my "client" is the Assembly, as a body. My client has not instructed me to waive the privilege. In Cool 
Homes, Inc. v. Fairbanks North Star Borough, 860 P.2d 1248, 1262 (Alaska 1993), the Alaska Supreme Court held: "The 
privilege thus should be applied only when the revelation of the communication will injure the public interest or there is 
some other recognized purpose in keeping the communication confidential." The purpose in keeping my emails 
confidential is to protect the CBS from financial injury and prevent disclosure of legal discussion and advice on potential 
related legal liability. The initial allegations presented in an email from an Assembly member to me, which you've 
probably already seen, and your threat of court action have borne out my concerns and realized the purpose which 
supports my decision. 

In my research, I discovered another privilege which may apply, i.e., the deliberative process privilege. If a 
communication is "pre-decisional" and "del\berative in nature", it is protected. See Capital Information Group v. State of 
Alaska, Office of the Governor, 923 P.2d 29, 36 (Alaska 1996). See also Gwich'in Steering Committee v. State of Alaska, 
Office of the Governor, 10 P.3d 512,578 (Alaska 2000). Here, I believe the email communications and the discussion 
during the executive session were deliberative in nature and, of course, all pre-decisional. 
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Under SGC 1.25.080.A, you have the right to appeal my decision to the Assembly. 

Thank you for your patience. Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Brian E. Hanson 

§ '''"~'"'"·"'"···-------- Brian E. Hanson 
Municipal Attorney 
City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska 
100 Lincoln Street, Sitka, Alaska, 99835 
(907)747-1879 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the named recipients. It contains information that may be 
confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this 
message in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named 
recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents ls 
strickly prohibited. Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, and delete the message. 
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Brian Hanson 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Saturday, February 18, 2017 1:06 PM 
Brian Hanson; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 

Subject: 

Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter 
(Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz (Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson 
(Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
Re: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

Thank you. I will send the clerk an e-mail shortly. 
I have one question: Will you have the same deadline to submit written materials to the Assembly as I will? 

Marko Dapcevich 
503-956-6240 

From: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org> 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2017 5:01:25 PM 
To: Marko Dapcevich; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz 
(Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson (Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); 
Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
Subject: RE: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

Mr. Dapcevich, 

Authority for an appeal is found under SGC 1.25.080. There is no direction in the code on how to conduct the appeal. 
have spoken with the Clerk and we will follow the procedure outlined in this email. 

1. You must make a written appeal to the Clerk. An email to the Clerk will be sufficient. In your appeal, propose a 
regular meeting date you'd like your appeal to be heard. Please contact the Clerk to obtain available dates. 

2. The Clerk will set the appeal date and give notice as required by the code. 

3. If you'd like to provide any written materials to be considered by the Assembly, provide them to the Clerk in 

accordance with the regular submission deadline. The Clerk will advise you of that deadline. 
4. I will also have the opportunity to provide written materials, which will be shared with you. 
5. Your appeal will be publicly noticed along with other agenda items. 
6. At the meeting, the Assembly will convene as an appeal board to hear your appeal. You will be afforded the 

opportunity to provide evidence and argument to the Assembly- as will 1. The Mayor may establish reasonable 
time limits. 

7. I will research the burden of proof as it relates to you and the standard of review for the Assembly. I will advise 
you and the Assembly of the same before your appeal is heard. 

8. The Assembly may deliberate and decide your appeal at the meeting or postpone their deliberations and 

decision, as they see fit. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Than_k you. 

Brian 
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[!] ,,,._.,,.,,.,..,--------- Brian E. Hanson 
Municipal Attorney 
City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska 
100 Lincoln Street, Sitka, Alaska, 99835 
(907)747-1879 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the named recipients. It contains information that may be 
confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this 
message in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named 
recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is 
strickly prohibited. Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, and delete the message. 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:markodap@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 11:15 AM 
To: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org>; Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org>; Mark Gorman 
<mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org>; Reuben Yerkes <reuben.yerkes@cityofsitka.org>; Matthew Hunter (Assembly) 
<assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; Steven Eisenbeisz (Assembly) <assemblyeisenbeisz@cityofsitka.org>; Tristan Guevin 
(Assembly) <assemblyguevin@cityofsitka.org>; Aaron Swanson (Assembly) <assemblyswanson@cityofsitka.org>; Bob 
Potrzuski (Assembly) <assemblypotrzuski@cityofsitka.org>; Kevin Knox (Assembly) <assemblyknox@cityofsitka.org>; 
Aaron Bean (Assembly) <assemblybean@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

Thank you for your email. 

I guess we still have a difference in opinion. 

As far I know, an appeal of this nature has never gone to the assembly. It never happened in my eight years, 

and I don't remember anything prior or since. 

How would such an appeal work before the assembly? 

As their legal counsel, I'm sure the assembly will rely on you for how the proceeding would work, so I ask 

you. Some type of process and rules will obviously have to be wotked out in advance. 

Thanks, 

Marko Dapcevich 

503-956-6240 

From: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 8, 2017 6:04:23 PM 
To: markodap@hotmail.com; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz 
(Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson (Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); 
Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
Subject: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

Mr. Dapcevich, 

This will follow-up on my email to you, dated January 24, 2017, in which I promised to "reconsider your PRR in full." This 
will also respond to your various emails to Deputy Clerk Melissa Henshaw and myself in which you questioned the 
completeness and integrity of our responses to your PRR. 
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I have reconsidered your PRR in full and have come to the conclusion that the CBS was initially entirely responsive. I will 
address below each of your specific requests ("related to the GPIP Dock project") by corresponding number. 

1. There exists email correspondence between the Municipal Attorney and the Assembly as a body and 
Assembly members individually which are public records. However, those emails are protected by the 

"attorney-client privilege"; and, therefore, have not been produced to you. The applicability of the privilege 
is discussed below. 

2. There exists email correspondence between the Administrator and the Assembly as a body and Assembly 
members individually which are public records. Those emails have already been produced to you. I am 
reproducing those emails to you(see attached) with numbered pages 1 through 6. 

3. There exists email correspondence between the Municipal Attorney and the City Administrator which are 

public records. However, those emails are protected by the "attorney-client privilege"; and, therefore, have 
not been produced to you. The applicability of the privilege is discussed below. 

4. No such correspondence exists. In our original response, CBS produced emails between Garry White and 
the City Administrator. Mr. White is the Executive Director of SEDA. He is not a GPIP board 

member. Therefore, CBS was not required to produce that correspondence. Regardless, we did so. I am 
reproducing those emails to you (see attached) with numbered pages 7 through 13. 

5. No such correspondence exists. If there were such correspondence, it would be protected by the attorney
client privilege and not produced. 

6. No such correspondence exists. 
7. There exists documents signed between CBS andTurnagain which are public records. Those documents 

have already been produced to you. I am reproducing those documents to you (see attached), except the 
contract, with numbered pages 14 through 16. 

8. There exists one document circulated amongst the Assembly and Staff which is a public record. That 

document has already been produced to you. I am reproducing that document to you (see attached) with 
numbered page 17. There exists another document, a copy of relevant charter and code provisions, 

circulated amongst the Assembly and Staff in the Executive Session which is a public record. However, that 
document is protected by the attorney-client privilege; and, therefore, has not been produced to you. The 
applicability of the privilege is discussed below. 

In your email dated January 27, 2017, you state there is "known correspondenc~ that was not included as well as 
references to attachments and emails strings that appeared to be incomplete." If you are referring to any 
correspondence that has not been deemed by me to be protected by the attorney-client privilege, please enlighten me 
so I may investigate and respond. CBS had its IT Director, along with my Paralegal, search specifically for the requested 
correspondence. A diligent and good faith search was made which came up with what was produced. I also reviewed 
my saved emails to confirm CBS's response to your PRR. I found my saved emails to be consistent with CBS's initial 
response. Again, if you have information to the contrary, please share it with me so I may investigate and respond. 

Now, I'll address the attorney-client privilege relied upon. Initially, when I first reviewed your PRR, I relied upon my 
private practice experience, the past experience of the CBS Legal Department as related to me by my Paralegal, and a 
CBS Legal Department memo, dated December 11, 2001 (coincidentally from a past Municipal Attorney, Clifford J. Groh 
II, to you - copy attached), all of which supported my decision to deem the correspondence you requested between me 
and others as privileged; and, therefore, protected from production to you. Once you objected, I determined it prudent 
to reconsider my decision. Accordingly, I have performed the additional investigation, legal research and analysis I 
promised to you which I summarize as follows. 

SGC 1.25.040.A.3 states: "Every person has a right to inspect a public record except...[r]ecords required to be kept 
confidential ... by state law[.]" The state law applicable here is Evidence Rule 503 which states: "A client has a privilege 
to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from disclosing confidential communications made for the 
purpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal service, to the client ... between himself... and his 
lawyer." Here, my "client" is the Assembly, as a body. My client has not instructed me to waive the privilege. In Cool 
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Homes, Inc. v. Fairbanks North Star Borough, 860 P.2d 1248, 1262 (Alaska 1993), the Alaska Supreme Court held: "The 
privilege thus should be applied only when the revelation of the communication will injure the public interest.or there is 
some other recognized purpose in keeping the communication confidential." The purpose in keeping my emails 
confidential is to protect the CBS from financial injury and prevent disclosure of legal discussion and advice on potential 
related legal liability. The initial allegations presented in an email from an Assembly member to me, which you've 
probably already seen, and your threat of court action have borne out my concerns and realized the purpose which 
supports my decision. 

In my research, I discovered another privilege which may apply, i.e., the deliberative process privilege. If a 
communication is "pre-decisional" and "deliberative in nature", it is protected. See Capital Information Group v. State of 
Alaska, Office of the Governor, 923 P.2d 29, 36 (Alaska 1996). See also Gwich'in Steering Committee v. State of Alaska, 
Office of the Governor, 10 P.3d 512, 578 (Alaska 2000). Here, I believe the email communications and the discussion 
during the executive session were deliberative in nature and, of course, all pre-decisional. 

Under SGC 1.25.080.A, you have the right to appeal my decision to the Assembly. 

Thank you for your patience. Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Brian E. Hanson 

r,;i ===--''='·•·--------
0 Brian E. Hanson 

Municipal Attorney 
City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska 
100 Lincoln Street, Sitka, Alaska, 99835 
(907)747-1879 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the named recipients. It contains information that may be 
confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this 
message in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named 
recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is 
strickly prohibited. Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, and delete the message. 
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Brian Hanson 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Matt, 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Friday, January 20, 2017 7:26 PM 
Matthew Hunter (Assembly) 
Aaron Bean (Assembly); Mark Gorman; Brian Hanson 
GPIP 
gpip.doc 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today. Attached is a draft of the memo we discussed. As I said, I 
won't be sending this to the entire assembly yet. I want to give you the opportunity to address these concerns 
and to bring them to the assembly for corrective action. It is not my wish to pursue this any further than this 
email. However, know that I will. Sitka is my life long home and I will always do what I think is in the best 
interest of Sitka. You know that about me. 

I have copied Assembly member Bean as I have already been in contact with him. I have also copied the city 
attomey and administrator as it is only appropriate to not go behind their backs. 

As someone who oversees multi million dollar projects, I know that the cost is rising daily even though you 
don't see actual work being produced. That being said, I would expect to see action on this very soon. I 
expect to see it on the agenda for the first meeting in February. That should allow plenty of time for a strategy 
to be developed. If it's not there, I will send it to the rest of the assembly and the press in the hopes that 
it will inspire action. If that effort is ignored, I will pursue the matter in the courts. 

Matt, you are my neighbor, my Mayor, and a friend. Please don't think I am giving you an ultimatum or 
threat. I hope you see this more as a request to address an issue that needs to be addressed with high 
priority. If it was any different, I would not have called you first. 

If you have any questions you know you can call me anytime. 

I respect you and have faith that you will do the right thing. Thanks you, 

,Marko Dapcevich 
503-956-6240 
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Mr. Mayor and members of the Assembly, 

I realize that by sending out this email I may be jeopardizing my recent application for 
City Administrator. However, the right thing to do is still the right thing to do. It's 
seldom easy. If it were, everyone would do it. 

I have addressed you before about systemic problems within the city administration and 
the bottom up leadership approach. Now, as a result of that, Sitka is facing a serious 
issue. That issue is the process around the GPIP dock. 

On 10-19-2016 The city had a press release about "moving forward with a plan to 
construct a multipurpose dock ... ". It goes on to describe how the competitive bid 
process did not bring back any bids within the budget and how the board opted for a 
design build approach with the original bidders on the project. This is a violation of the 
Charter. 

There is no point to discuss that it violates the General Code and city Policy as well since 
the Charter supersedes them both. However, it is mostly duplicated wording. If the 
policy or the code differs from the charter, they are moot, the charter is the highest 
authority in a Home Rule City. 

Charter Section 11.14 (a) Purchases. 
'([{odl}~gfs fiiJf pu§ffq'irlz]/r(iy~m~iffs and whenever practicable other purchase of supplies, 
materials, equipment and services, e.xceptprofessional services and services ofofficers 
{111(!!1!1:JJ[O)::~f of the municipality, sfz/I!fbe.,~1' ';;<Jiff P~tiiiJ~ ,efa q,li['lli11JJL'f!Jd ~f!citli~ l9Ji{,§i 
qztq1iflicl bilj?,er. All contracts and purchases exceeding an amount to be established by 
ordinance shall require prior assembly approval. 

At the point the GPIP board realized they could not award any bidder due to budget 
restraints they had limited options. 

SGC 3.16. 05 0 Processing of bids. 
Notwithstanding other provisions of this chapter relating to the award after competitive 
bid for purchases and contracts, the city and borough may take one or more of the 
following steps during procurement: 

A. Reject defective or nonresponsive bids; 
B. Waive any irregularities in any and all bids; 
C. 'J{eJ~ct'~ltb(#s; 
n. ~ea/f:f~'rti/)f o~i;7iiJi/~ti,il!q1JiFii1'fL1JlYifiafoib"ic,i{&ijll#}tnl6~'iil4Hsfsf>~~i}i}:!Jffq1is: 

~fL§fOP~19! )fgr .. 

Clearly there is no option for a design build approach. There is certainly no option for a 
design build approach without readvertising. For a little history on the subject, this was 
an approach that Hugh Bevap wanted to take in regards to capital projects when he was 
the city administrator. It was ruled out due to the very clear provision of the charter 



stated above. He had even scheduled someone to make a presentation before the 
Assembly. That, after this discussion, never happened. 

After reading the published press release, I discussed my concern with Assembly member 
Bean. We discussed at length provisions of the code, charter, and policies. At that point 
he presumably corresponded with the Administrator and Attorney on the subject as he 
declared in public meetings. This correspondence presumably started in October or early 
November. 

According to Assembly member bean, in subsequent meetings, his questions were never 
answered. On 11-22-2016 Administrator Gorman signed the contract. 

This was a violation of the charter and thus an illegal act. The obligation, i.e. contract to 
build the dock, is void. 

Charter section 11.13 (d) Illegalacts: 
~vii§;d"/3jigatio~:M~uEred 4~4 .. ~ferfuJthor(f{tHofr6JpdyJJJidfPn.piotalc,H•rJJJEsChart?r 
~hqJtqevoj<{ Everypaymentmade in violation of the provisions of th.is chartershall be 
illegar AH·6ffifiers)or•employees/oj iizimunitipaliry whoduthorize or ,ngf~lsftch 
Pay. ments}shall be;·oinilv and'severall1; liable to the mimici;,aliA;,'+of· thefiuikamo~tzf so 

. - ·{.>.~,,, ''·"""" ""·'·'·"""'"··· . , .. ,.-:.· ~ .. , -~·'"'"'"'·- ·"""··· ·"·----~->.\./.,.' '·''·"· .s.s • .l.,.·-··' '"~"'-"··'·· .: .... 'Y ... \·.-~..r ... J,l __ .-2~;:, ·' ...... ,.,.,-'\, .. ,.. ".,.,.,» "' 

pgi(j~ The administrator shall proceed forthwith to collect the indebtedness unless 
otherwise directed by the Assembly. 

At the December 13th regular assembly meeting there was an executive session on this 
subject. This executive session is suspect as well. 

Gordon Tans, a respected expert on municipal law and past outside counsel to the City 
and Borough of Sitka wrote: 

2. Adverse financial impact 

The first category of eligible subjects, matters having an adverse financial impact, has 
several limiting qualifiers attached. The statute requires that it be clear that immediate 
public knowledge of the discussion. will, adversely qffect govermnent finances. A ~ef~ 
po.~slfiii{iy :dfaaverse e.ff§.c.t:dn gdyerrrme,:1{J{nafjqes/ioes;n9t suj.Jjce:. One example that 
appears to qualify under this test is the consideration of offers to settle litigation. A 
government body cannot candidly discuss settlement offers and potential counter offers 
publicly without great risk of letting opposing litigants know how much the government is 
will to pay or accept in settlement. All opportunities to bargain for a morefavorable 
settlement will be lost when everyone knows what the government's bargaining position 
and points of weakness are. The only way to discuss settlement offers without harming 
the public financial intereset is in executive session. 
However, ;itis 11pJerzp~ght8f/uiziifyfor}p1·t!e·cuttve'~~ssion·t.o.m{t¢lyi,'ffiy't{ffff!Jtter··rJ 
o~ioj)'p{ridingittfjaitif,-h."t{f a<''jinancial/nattef ,:; . '! cts.[s often iiJard. ''01s a 'J2~gciit:f1! 
ffiiA1eF;far:;an·.qdyer§tfipa~?(a(impacte:reputivli.~fSSlOJi.iowith~tan<f;qtp,ouif?1r!ll#~li.~li 
tfiere::mustbefacts in the'.rtfcordtb enabkifii court ti}conclude.itwas'.clear.and 
:io{~"~-> ·""'<<<. .v,'..,o•- .'.,.'a •..... \ .. .,.·,, __ \,_ '·" n ''"-;kc ... C, •• ,~.· •• -.:, , c .. • ...... , .... ',. ',<,';,:··"" .'..,s .. :""·"'''··'" ..•. '..:,.,.,... ;., .. ,>-,. .. , .· ··, ~ •,,. .. ' ..•.. · '.,c:,,·:.' .. : ... ,, 



You can find the above published on the State of Alaska web site. 

I highly suspect the administrator and attorney were made aware of the situation prior to 
the signing of the contract; I have not been able to confirm this. On 12-17-2017 I 
submitted a public records request to try and do so. 

I requested the following: 

1. Any correspondence between the municipal attorney and the assembly or any 
individual assembly members. 

2. Any correspondence between the city administrator and the assembly or any 
individual assembly members 

3. Any correspondence between the municipal attorney and the city administrator 
4. Any correspondence between the city administrator and the GPIP board or 

individual board members. 
5. Any correspondence between the municipal attorney and the GPIP board or 

individual board members. 
6. Any correspondence between the above mentioned parties and Tumigan Marine 

Construction. 
7. Any documents sighed between CBS and Tumigan Marine Construction. This is 

to include contracts, letters of intent. 
8. Any documents circulated amongst the assembly and staff at the 12-13-2016 

assembly meeting (including executive session). This does not include the 
assembly packet. 

The response I received was lacking requested documents. 

Items 1,3, and 5 were excluded because of "attorney client privilege" 
Item 8 was excluded because they are "protected" 
Item 6 was stated, "none provided because none exist" 
Item 2,4, and 7 were stated as "on enclosed flash drive" 

On January 161h I replied to this letter from the city clerk and copied the city attorney 
with that reply. As of this time I have not received any response. 

The claim that any correspondence to and from the attorney is privileged is false. While 
some of it may be privileged it is highly unlikely that all of it is. In this matter, without 
even pending or potential litigation, it's possible that none of it is privileged. 

Items in executive session may or may not be protected. Without knowledge of 
executive session it is hard to state. Only you guys know what was there unless this is 



complied with. It's most likely that any documents taken into executive session are not 
protected. If the document is public knowledge it does not become protected because it is 
brought into executive session. 

There are documents that exist that were not included in my records request that should 
have been, documents that don't fall under even this extremely inclusive privilege the 
clerk mentioned. I included this so you would know that staff either knowingly or 
unknowingly excluded documents that should have been included in my records request. 
The lack of any response to my query would suggest it was done knowingly. I would 
assume that this lack of disclosur~ came'from the municipal attorney, as the request 
should have gone through him. As a side note, I paid over $200.00 for this records 
request. I don't feel I got my money's worth. 

I will wait to see if my records request will be fully complied with. In the mean time it is 
probably only relevant in whether or not the administrator, and or attorney, were 
negligent in the signing of the contract with Turnigan Marine Construction. It may 
however disclose that there were subsequent inappropriate actions. At some point I will 
request that correspondence from Mr. Bean. He has already agreed to share them with 
me. 

Any of you can request the "privileged" correspondence and they must give it to you. 
The attorney client privilege is between the municipal attorney and the City and Borough 
of Sitka. The assembly (and individual members) is the city and borough as outlined in 
section 2.02 of the charter. The city attorney cannot keep that from you if you request it. 
I suggest you do. 

At this point, the remaining documents, that should have been released, are probably 
moot to what I am trying to convey to you. What is more important now is how the 
assembly chooses to move forward with the illegal procurement. If the Assembly wishes 
to pursue an investigation into the actions of staff, that is their right under section 2.12 of 
the charter. 

The contract is illegitimate, void, and illegal. Any legal opinion that tells you otherwise 
is ill advised. The law is quite clear on this. All one needs is a degree in common sense 
to accurately interpret the code and charter on this issue. 

I presume that in your executive session on 12-13-16 this was explained to you. The 
situation is currently open to litigation. Any contractor, or individual for that matter, can 
sue the city for this violation of the charter. Without a doubt they would get injunctive 
relief at a minimum. Once that occurs you will be facing financial relief to Turnigan 
Marine Construction. The more time and money Tumigan invests in this project, the 
higher that number will be. In other words, delaying action on this is only going to cost 
the city more money. 

All of this is a result of the sweeping changes made in May of last year to the 
procurement policy. Too much power and authority was taken from the Assembly and 



given to the administrator. Up until that point, all bid awards were to be approved by the 
assembly allowing for a public process. At that time these issues can be vetted and 
mistakes are addressed. If that public process had happened, I for one would have 
addressed you on these issues. 

I implore you to resolve this matter immediately and appropriately. Anything else would 
not be in the best interest of the city. 

Remember, the seven of you are in charge. 

Section 2. 02 Powers. 
The governing body of the municipaUry shall be the assembly .· fxcept as otherwise 
providedby 1aw. or this charter,, trze .'it$~~mb1y H/Iiu:~Jer:cisla,tlp~wers oflifJ 
>nq~,cipalipfauFiJhalLpro}T[t~{lor ... (ljep~rlorp;zan£~Y5fqll'dut{¢{a,fff}oq{ifj9tio~i:fimPOS.eJ 
uJBnthe.municinafiryifi r,~,, .. ,,:;:'"'~·"' ";,;,,, ... ,,,.," ..... , ~/,,/. '""-"..", 



Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Attachments: 

Sarah, 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 08, 2017 11:47 AM 
Melissa Henshaw 

PRR APPEAL.doc 

Please find attached my document for appeal. 
The deadline for submittal is noon today so you will have received this in time. 
Please send me electronic copies of Mr. Hanson's submittals so I can see that he complied with the deadline as 
well. 

[ would assume the following would be included in the packet, but wanted to request it just in case: 

1. Correspondence between Brian and myself on this subject. 
2. My original email to Mayor Hunter with the draft attachment that Mr. Hanson shared with the rest of 

the assembly. 
3. My communications with yourself, Mellissa, and Mr. Gorman on the subject. 
4. This email. 

[n addition to the above, all the correspondence and documents that Mr. Hanson is claiming privilege on needs 
:o be distributed to the Assembly. There should also be extra copies of that correspondence for the press and 
ne in the unlikely event that the assembly agrees with my appeal. After all, how can the assembly possibly 
;onsider whether or not this correspondence should be released if they have never seen it? 

\.1r. Hanson was supposed to provide me with my "burden of proof' obligation. He never did. 

i\t some point soon a process should be outlined by the Mayor on how this hearing will be conducted. I would 
1ssume the hearing would be conducted based on a review of the information submitted. 

: would also like to add the following for consideration by the assembly: 

r believe it would be in the best interest of the assembly to have outside counsel advise them during this 
ippeal. Mr. Hanson appears to have a personal interest in keeping his involvement secret. That interest 
'ikely conflicts with the best interest of the city and the assembly. As I've referenced, he has not even 
iisclosed his correspondence and involvement to the Assembly. 

\1ost likely I will be involved in a project in Denver the day of the meeting. I want to reiterate my previous 
·equest to appear telephonically. A firm date for the Denver project has not been set yet so it is still possible I 
hat will appear in person. 

[hank you, 

Vlarko Dapcevich 
;03-956-6240 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 08, 2017 11:05 AM 
Melissa Henshaw 

Subject: Re: Assembly packet materials due today 

just got off a plane in Reno and sent it to you. please confirm receipt. 
thanks, · 

Marko Dapcevich 
503-956-6240 

From: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
ient: Wednesday, March 8, 2017 9:17:09 AM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich 
iubject: Assembly packet materials due today 

-Ii Marko, 

lust a reminder that your material are due today at noon for the Assembly packet for the appeal of 
rour public records request. I'm pulling the packet together for Sara and wanted to make sure you 
mow that I need them! 

rhanks, 

~{Zli~§>a tt{Zn~haw. CMC 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
'h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

Vlessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Marko Dapcevich 

503-956-6240 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, March 08, 2017 11:04 AM 
Melissa Henshaw 
Fw: Automatic reply: 

From: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
!;ent: Wednesday, March 8, 2017 12:02 PM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich 
iubject: Automatic reply: 

-lello, I am out of the office until 8am Thursday, March 9th. For immediate assistance, please contact Acting 

Vlunicipal Clerk Melissa Henshaw at melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org or 747-1826. 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Mr. Gorman, 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 07, 2017 4:45 PM 
Mark Gorman; Brian Hanson 
Assembly; shannon_haugland@yahoo.com 
Questions 

For six weeks I've been asking two simple questions. My most recent email of eight days ago has been 
ignored. 

Please explain to me which provision in the contract indemnifies the city if the Army Corp. of Engineers permit 
is not approved. 

Please confirm whether or not Turnigan Marine is paying the city for the staff time and consultant hired by the 
city to assist with the Army Corp. of Engineers permit process. 

If there is a reason why you cannot provide me with the above information please explain why. 

rhank you, 

Marko Dapcevich 
503-956-6240 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Thursday, February 23, 2017 9:18 PM 
Sara Peterson 

Subject: 
Brian Hanson; Melissa Henshaw 
Re: March 14 - Appeal date 

March 14th is still good. 
Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 23, 2017, at 9:44 AM, Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Hi Marko, 

I forgot to mention that only 5 Assembly members will be present for the March 14th 
meeting. Mr. Potrzuski and Mr. Eisenbeisz will be absent and most likely will not be calling in. 

The March 28th meeting currently shows 6 members present. Mr. Potrzuski will be absent. 

April 11th shows 6 members present. Mr. Guevin will be absent. 

Please let me know if you'd still like to schedule your appeal for March 14th or choose a different 

date. 

From: Sara Peterson 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 8:04 AM 
To: 'Marko Dapcevich' <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: RE: Appeal date 

No worries. The deadline for submitting materials for the March 14th packet is noon on 
Wednesday, March gth. 

I will be out of the office beginning next Monday through March gth. Please submit your 

materials to Melissa Henshaw. 

Have a good day, 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:markodap@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2017 8:15 PM 
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To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Cc: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Appeal date 

Thanks Sarah. I'm good with the 14th. Sorry I didn't reply sooner. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 21, 2017, at 11 :17 AM, Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Hi Marko, 

I'd like to offer another possible date of March 7th. The Assembly will be holding 
a special meeting at 6pm that evening to review writing samples from Municipal 
Administrator candidates. I was thinking we could place your appeal on this 
agenda - after their business is finished for the Municipal Administrator 
candidates. This will be a shorter meeting than the 14th and being that the 
appeal will be at the end of the agenda, it might be more convenient for you to 
have it on the 7th. 

Let me know your preference - either date works for us. 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:markodap@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 18, 2017 1:31 PM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Cc: Aaron Bean (Assembly) <assemblybean@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: 

Sarah, 

This e-mail is to serve as notice that I wish to appeal Mr. Hanson's response to 
my Public Records Request to the Assembly. 

It's my understanding that the Assembly will be short, and may,be not even have 
a quorum on the 2-28 meeting. For that reason I wish to have this appeal heard 
at the 3-14 meeting. 

Please advise me of when the deadline for submission of materials will be for 
- that meeting. 

Please let this email serve as notice of my desire to appear telephonically. I do 
not know my work schedule that far in advance and do not know if I will be able 
to appear in person. If it is possible to appear in person I will let you know as 
soon as I know. 

Thank you, 
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Marko Dapcevich 
503-956-6240 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, February 22, 2017 8:15 PM 
Sara Peterson 

Subject: 
Brian Hanson; Melissa Henshaw 
Re: Appeal date 

Thanks Sarah. I'm good with the 14th. Sorry I didn't reply sooner. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 21, 2017, at 11:17 AM, Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Hi Marko, 

I'd like to offer another possible date of March 7th. The Assembly will be holding a special 
meeting at 6pm that evening to review writing samples from Municipal Administrator 
candidates. I was thinking we could place your appeal on this agenda - after their business is 
finished for the Municipal Administrator candidates. This will be a shorter meeting than the 14th 

and being that the appeal will be at the end of the agenda, it might be more convenient for you 
to have it on the 7th. 

Let me know your preference - either date works for us. 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:markodap@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 18, 2017 1:31 PM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Cc: Aaron Bean (Assembly) <assemblybean@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: 

Sarah, 

This e-mail is to serve as notice that I wish to appeal Mr. Hanson's response to my Public 
Records Request to the Assembly. 

It's my understanding that the Assembly will be short, and maybe not even have a quorum on 
the 2-28 meeting. For that reason I wish to have this appeal heard at the 3-14 meeting. 

Please advise me of when the deadline for submission of materials will be for that meeting. 

Please let this email serve as notice of my desire to appear telephonically. I do not know my 
work schedule that far in advance and do not know if I will be able to appear in person. If it is 
possible to appear in person I will let you know as soon as I know. 
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Thank you, 

Marko Dapcevich 
503-956-6240 
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Melissa Henshaw 

=rom: 
;ent: 
ro: 
:c: 

;ubject: 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Saturday, February 18, 2017 1:06 PM 
Brian Hanson; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter 
(Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz (Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson 
(Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
Re: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

[hank you. I will send the clerk an e-mail shortly. 
have one question: Will you have the same deadline to submit written materials to the Assembly as I will? 

vlarko Dapcevich 
;03-956-6240 

=rom: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org> 
ient: Friday, February 17, 2017 5:01:25 PM 
·o: Marko Dapcevich; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
:c: Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz 
Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson (Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); 
,aron Bean (Assembly) 
iubject: RE: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

llr. Dapcevich, 

~uthority for an appeal is found under SGC 1.25.080. There is no direction in the code on how to conduct the appeal. 
1ave spoken with the Clerk and we will follow the procedure outlined in this email. 

1. You must make a written appeal to the Clerk. An email to the Clerk will be sufficient. In your appeal, propose a 

regular meeting date you'd like your appeal to be heard. Please contact the Clerk to obtain available dates. 

2. The Clerk will set the appeal date and give notice as required by the code. 

3. If you'd like to provide any written materials to be considered by the Assembly, provide them to the Clerk in 

accordance with the regular submission deadline. The Clerk will advise you of that deadline. 
4. I will also have the opportunity to provide written materials, which will be shared with you. 
5. Your appeal will be publicly noticed along with other agenda items. 
6. At the meeting, the Assembly will convene as an appeal board to hear your appeal. You will be afforded the 

opportunity to provide evidence and argument to the Assembly- as will I. The Mayor may establish reasonable 

time limits. 
7. I will research the burden of proof as it relates to you and the standard of review for the Assembly. I will advise 

you and the Assembly of the same before your appeal is heard. 

8. The Assembly may deliberate and decide your appeal at the meeting or postpone their deliberations and 

decision, as they see fit. 

et me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you. 

,rian 
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E] ··-··-·-- Brian E. Hanson 
Municipal Attorney 
City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska 
100 Lincoln. Street, Sitka, Alaska, 99835 
(907)747-1879 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the named recipients. It contains information that may be 
confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this 
message in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named 
recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is 
,trickly prohibited. Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, and delete the message. 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:markodap@hotmail.com] 
!;ent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 11:15 AM 
ro: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org>; Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org>; Mark Gorman 
::::mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org>; Reuben Yerkes <reuben.yerkes@cityofsitka.org>; Matthew Hunter (Assembly) 
::::assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; Steven Eisenbeisz (Assembly) <assemblyeisenbeisz@cityofsitka.org>; Tristan Guevin 
:Assembly) <assemblyguevin@cityofsitka.org>; Aaron Swanson (Assembly) <assemblyswanson@cityofsitka.org>; Bob 
Jotrzuski (Assembly) <assemblypotrzuski@cityofsitka.org>; Kevin Knox (Assembly) <assemblyknox@cityofsitka.org>; 
!\aron Bean (Assembly) <assemblybean@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: Re: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

rhank you for your email. 

guess we still have a difference in opinion. 

\s far I know, an appeal of this nature has never gone to the assembly. It never happened in my eight years, 

rnd I don't remember anything prior or since. 

~ow would such an appeal work before the assembly? 

\s their legal counsel, I'm sure the assembly will rely on you for how the proceeding would work, so I ask 

rou. Some type of process and rules will obviously have to be worked out in advance. 

rhanks, 

Vlarko Dapcevich 

>03-956-6240 

=rom: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org> 
ient: Wednesday, February 8, 2017 6:04:23 PM 
ro: markodap@hotmail.com; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
:c: Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz . 
Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson (Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); 
\aron Bean (Assembly) 
iubject: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

I/Ir. Dapcevich, 

"his will follow-up on my email to you, dated January 24, 2017, in which I promised to "reconsider your PRR in full." This 
viii also respond to your various emails to Deputy Clerk Melissa Henshaw and myself in which you questioned the 
:ompleteness and integrity of our responses to your PRR. 
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have reconsidered your PRR in full and have come to the conclusion that the CBS was initially entirely responsive. I will 
~ddress below each of your specific requests ("related to the GPIP Dock project") by corresponding number. 

1. There exists email correspondence between the Municipal Attorney and the Assembly as a body and 

Assembly members individually which are public records. However, those emails are protected by the 

"attorney-client privilege"; and, therefore, have not been produced to you. The applicability of the privilege 
is discussed below. 

2. There exists email correspondence between the Administrator and the Assembly as a body and Assembly 
members individually which are public records. Those emails have already been produced to you. I am 

reproducing those emails to you(see attached) with numbered pages 1 through 6. 

3. There exists email correspondence between the Municipal Attorney and the City Administrator which are 

public records. However, those emails are protected by the "attorney-client privilege"; and, therefore, have 
not been produced to you. The applicability of the privilege is discussed below. 

4. No such correspondence exists. In our original response, CBS produced emails between Garry White and 

the City Administrator. Mr. White is the Executive Director of SEDA. He is not a GPIP board 

member. Therefore, CBS was not required to produce that correspondence. Regardless, we did so. I am 

reproducing those emails to you (see attached) with numbered pages 7 through 13. 

5. No such correspondence exists. If there were such correspondence, it would be protected by the attorney
client privilege and not produced. 

6. No such correspondence exists. 

7. There exists documents signed between CBS and Turnagain which are public records. Those documents 

have already been produced to you. I am reproducing those documents to you (see attached), except the 
contract, with numbered pages 14 through 16. 

8. There exists one document circulated amongst the Assembly and Staff which is a public record. That 

document has already been produced to you. I am reproducing that document to you (see attached) with 

numbered page 17. There exists another document, a copy of relevant charter and code provisions, 

circulated amongst the Assembly and Staff in the Executive Session which is a public record. However, that 

document is protected by the attorney-client privilege; and, therefore, has not been produced to you. The 
applicability of the privilege is discussed below. 

n your email dated January 27, 2017, you state there is "known correspondence that was not included as well as 
eferences to attachments and emails strings that appeared to be incomplete." If you are referring to any 
·.orrespondence that has not been deemed by me to be protected by the attorney-client privilege, please enlighten me 
o I may investigate and respond. CBS had its IT Director, along with my Paralegal, search specifically for the requested 
:orrespondence. A diligent and good faith search was made which came up with what was produced. I also reviewed 
ny saved emails to confirm CBS's response to your PRR. I found my saved emails to be consistent with CBS's initial 
esponse. Again, if you have information to the contrary, please share it with me so I may investigate and respond. 

Jow, I'll address the attorney-client privilege relied upon. Initially, when I first reviewed your PRR, I relied upon my 
,rivate practice experience, the past experience of the CBS Legal Department as related to me by my Paralegal, and a 
:BS Legal Department memo, dated December 11, 2001 (coincidentally from a past Municipal Attorney, Clifford J. Groh 
I, to you - copy attached), all of which supported my decision to deem the correspondence you requested between me 
ind others as privileged; and, therefore, protected from production to you. Once you objected, I determined it prudent 
o reconsider my decision. Accordingly, I have performed the additional investigation, legal research and analysis I 
,romised to you which I summarize as follows. 

,GC 1.25.040.A.3 states: "Every person has a right to inspect a public record except ... [r]ecords required to be kept 
onfidential ... by state law[.]" The state law applicable here is Evidence Rule 503 which states: "A client has a privilege 
o refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from disclosing confidential communications made for the 
1urpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal service, to the client... between himself ... and his 
~wyer." Here, my "client" is the Assembly, as a body. My client has not instructed me to waive the privilege. In Coo/ 
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Homes, Inc. v. Fairbanks North Star Borough, 860 P.2d 1248, 1262 (Alaska 1993), the Alaska Supreme Court held: "The 
privilege thus should be applied only when the revelation of the communication will injure the public interest or there is 
some other recognized purpose in keeping the communication confidential." The purpose in keeping my emails 
confidential is to protect the CBS from financial injury and prevent disc.(osure of legal discussion and advice on potential 
related legal liability. The initial allegations presented in an email from an Assembly member to me, which you've 
probably already seen, and your threat of court action have borne out my concerns and realized the purpose which 
supports my decision. 

In my research, I discovered another privilege which may apply, i.e., the deliberative process privilege. If a 
communication is "pre-decisional" and "deliberative in nature", it is protected. See Capital Information Group v. State of 
4./aska, Office of the Governor, 923 P.2d 29, 36 (Alaska 1996). See also Gwich'in Steering Committee v. State of Alaska, 
Office of the Governor, 10 P.3d 512, 578 (Alaska 2000). Here, I believe the email communications and the discussion 
:luring the executive session were deliberative in nature and, of course, all pre-decisional. 

Under SGC 1.25.080.A, you have the right to appeal my decision to the Assembly. 

rhank you for your patience. Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 

iincerely, 

3rian E. Hanson 

0 == ........ .,,,-----·- · Brian E. Hanson 
Municipal Attorney 
City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska. 
100 Lincoln Street, Sitka, Alaska, 99835 
{907)7 4 7-1879 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the named recipients. It contains information that may be 
:onfidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this 
nessage in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named 
·ecipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is 
,trickly prohibited. Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, and delete the message. 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, February 14, 2017 11:15 AM 
Brian Hanson; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 

Subject: 

Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter 
(Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz (Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson 
(Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
Re: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

fhank you for your email. 

I guess we still have a difference in opinion. 

~s far I know, an appeal of this nature has never gone to the assembly. It never happened in my eight years, 

and I don't remember anything prior or since. 

How would such an appeal work before the assembly? 

~s their legal counsel, I'm sure the assembly will rely on you for how the proceeding would work, so I ask 

fOU. Some type of process and rules will obviously have to be worked out in advance. 

rhanks, 

Vlarko Dapcevich 

503-956-6240 

=rom: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org> 
;ent: Wednesday, February 8, 2017 6:04:23 PM 
ro: markodap@hotmail.com; mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
:c: Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Mark Gorman; Reuben Yerkes; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); Steven Eisenbeisz 
Assembly); Tristan Guevin (Assembly); Aaron Swanson (Assembly); Bob Potrzuski (Assembly); Kevin Knox (Assembly); 
\aron Bean (Assembly) 
;ubject: Reconsideration of your public record request (PRR) 

Vlr. Dapcevich, 

rhis will follow-up on my email to you, dated January 24, 2017, in which I promised to "reconsider your PRR in full." This 
flfill also respond to your various emails to Deputy Clerk Melissa Henshaw and myself in which you questioned the 
:ompleteness and integrity of our responses to your PRR. 

have reconsidered your PRR in full and have come to the conclusion that the CBS was initially entirely responsive. I will 
1ddress below each of your specific requests ("related to the GPIP Dock project") by corresponding number. 

1. There exists email correspondence between the Municipal Attorney and the Assembly as a body and 

Assembly members individually which are public records. However, those emails are protected by the 

"attorney-client privilege"; and, therefore, have not been produced to you. The applicability of the privilege 

is discussed below. 

2. There exists email correspondence between the Administrator and the Assembly as a body and Assembly 

members individually which are public records. Those emails have already been produced to you. I am 

reproducing those emails to you(see attached) with numbered pages 1 through 6. 

3. There exists email correspondence between the Municipal Attorney and the City Administrator which are 

public records. However, those emails are protected by the "attorney-client privilege"; and, therefore, have 

not been produced to you. The applicability of the privilege is discussed below. 
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4. No such correspondence exists. In our original response, CBS produced emails between Garry White and 

the City Administrator. Mr. White is the Executive Director of SEDA. He is not a GPIP board 

member. Therefore, CBS was not required to produce that correspondence. Regardless, we did so. I am 

reproducing those emails to you (see attached) with numbered pages 7 through 13. 

5. No such correspondence exists. If there were such correspondence, it would be protected by the attorney
client privilege and not produced. 

6. No such correspondence exists. 

7. There exists documents signed between CBS and Turnagain which are public records. Those documents 

have already been produced to you. I am reproducing those documents to you (see attached), except the 

contract, with numbered pages 14 through 16. 

8. There exists one document circulated amongst the Assembly and Staff which is a public record. That 

document has already been produced to you. I am reproducing that document to you (see attached) with 

numbered page 17. There exists another document, a copy of relevant charter and code provisions, 

circulated amongst the Assembly and Staff in the Executive Session which is a public record. However, that 

document is protected by the attorney-client privilege; and, therefore, has not been produced to you. The 
applicability of the privilege is discussed below. 

n your email dated January 27, 2017, you state there is "known correspondence that was not included as well as 
·eferences to attachments and emails strings that appeared to be incomplete." If you are referring to any 
:orrespondence that has not been deemed by me to be protected by the attorney-client privilege, please enlighten me 
;o I may investigate and respond. CBS had its IT Director, along with my Paralegal, search specifically for the requested 
:orrespondence. A diligent and good faith search was made which came up with what was produced. I also reviewed 
11y saved emails to confirm CBS's response to your PRR. I found my saved emails to be consistent with CBS's initial 
·esponse. Again, if you have information to the contrary, please share it with me so I may investigate and respond. 

\low, I'll address the attorney-client privilege relied upon. Initially, when I first reviewed your PRR, I relied upon my 
Jrivate practice experience, the past experience of the CBS Legal Department as related to me by my Paralegal, and a 
:BS Legal Department memo, dated December 11, 2001 (coincidentally from a past Municipal Attorney, Clifford J. Groh 
I, to you - copy attached), all of which supported my decision to deem the correspondence you requested between me 
md others as privileged; and, therefore, protected from production to you. Once you objected, I determined it prudent 
:o reconsider my decision. Accordingly, I have performed the additional investigation, legal research and analysis I 
Jromised to you which I summarize as follows. 

,GC 1.25.040.A.3 states: "Every person has a right to inspect a public record except...[r]ecords required to be kept 
:onfidential ... by state law[.]" The state law applicable here is Evidence Rule 503 which states: "A client has a privilege 
:o refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from disclosing confidential communications made for the 
mrpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal service, to the client ... between himself... and his 
awyer." Here, my "client" is the Assembly, as a body. My client has not instructed me to waive the privilege. In Coo/ 
-lomes, Inc. v. Fairbanks North Star Borough, 860 P.2d 1248, 1262 (Alaska 1993), the Alaska Supreme Court held: "The 
Jrivilege thus should be applied only when the revelation of the communication will injure the public interest or there is 
,ome other recognized purpose in keeping the communication confidential." The purpose in keeping my emails 
:onfidential is to protect the CBS from financial injury and prevent disclosure of legal discussion and advice on potential 
·elated legal liability. The initial allegations presented in an email from an Assembly member to me, which you've 
Jrobably already seen, and your threat of court action have borne out my concerns and realized the purpose which 
,upports my decision. 

n my research, I discovered another privilege which may apply, i.e., the deliberative process privilege. If a 
:ommunication is "pre-decisional" and "deliberative in nature", it is protected. See Capital Information Group v. State of 
\laska, Office of the Governor, 923 P.2d 29, 36 (Alaska 1996). See also Gwich'in Steering Committee v. State of Alaska, 
Jffice of the Governor, 10 P.3d 512,578 (Alaska 2000). Here, I believe the email communications and the discussion 
luring the executive session were deliberative in nature and, of course, all pre-decisional. 
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Jnder SGC 1.25.080.A, you have the right to appeal my decision to the Assembly. 

rhank you for your patience. Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 

iincerely, 

3rian E. Hanson 

§ ==--==,,.-=-------·-- Brian E. Hanson 
Municipal Attorney 
City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska 
100 Lincoln Street, Sitka, Alaska, 99835 
(907)747-1879 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the named recipients. It contains information that may be 
:onfidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this 
nessage in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named 
·ecipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is 
itrickly prohibited. Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, and delete the message. 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com > 
Thursday, February 02, 2017 6:13 PM 

To: Brian Hanson; Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Reuben Yerkes; Assembly; Mark 
Gorman; shannon_haugland@yahoo.com; news@kcaw.org 

Subject: FW: permit questions 

It occurred to me that the email string attached to the last email was incomplete. Below is my reply to Mr. 
rlarmon. That is the end of the email string. As stated before, I have not heard anything since. 
rhank you, 

i<IIARKO DAPCEVICH 
i>roject Manager 

[NTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
388-399-1802 Fax 
300 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
NWW.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

I,. Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
vhich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
ram disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
:ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
,f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in' error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
nessage and any copies. 

=rom: Marko Dapcevich 
ient: Friday, January 27, 2017 11:29 AM 
ro: 'Michael Harmon' <michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org> 
:c: Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; garrywhite@gci.net; 
Vlatthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin <david.longtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan 
3osak <maegan.bosak@cityofsitka.org>; Assembly <assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: RE: permit questions 

I/Ir. Harmon, 

'm sorry to hear you are in the hospital. I hope everything is ok. 

'm aware of the owners as well as the contractors, options. I deal with both on a regular basis. 

Illy concerns are not about whether or not the contractor performs and I have not noted the contractor being on top of 
:etting the required permits. Quite the contrary. 
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rhe city is the applicant and my concerns are that the city is not protected if the permit is not approved. It's all outlined 
n the previous correspondence. 

will wait to hear from Mr. Hanson. 

rhanks, 

IIIARKO DAPCEVICH 
>roject Manager 

:NTERSTATE 

;03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
188-399-1802 Fax 
100 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@i nterstaterestoration .com 
vww.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

!:i Please consider the environment before printing this email 

ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
,hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
·om disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
1essage and any copies. 

:ram: Michael Harmon [mailto:michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org] 
1ent: Friday, January 27, 2017 11:10 AM 
·o: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
:c: Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; garrywhite@gci.net; 
llatthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin <david.longtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan 
losak <maegan.bosak@cityofsitka.org>: Assembly <assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
;ubject: Re: permit questions 

llr. Dapcevich: 

/lark is on leave and I am in the hospital. Brian Hanson will be addressing your questions as appropriate. There are a 
1umber of options an owner can take if a contractor does not comply with the contract requirements. Thus far the 
ontractor has been very good to work with and as you have noted are on top of getting the permits done as required. 

llichael Harmon 

1ublic Works Director 
.00 Lincoln Street 
;jtka, AK 99835 
907) 747-1823 

)n Jan 27, 2017, at 9:02 AM, Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> wrote: 

Mr. Gorman, 
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Thank you for the reply. Can I get an eta on that response? I will need this information to complete my 
draft letter Mr. Hanson released to the Assembly. I'd like to work on it this weekend. 

Thank you, 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399s1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 

<imageOOl.gif> <image002.gif> <image003.gif> 

<image004.gif> 

CONF1DENTIALl1Y NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment 
may contain information which remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole 
or in part, other than for the intended purpose of review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any 
contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or 
copying ofthis message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may contain material that is intellectual property which 
may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative of the company. If you are 
not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
message and any copies .. 

From: Mark Gorman [mailto:mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:55 AM 
To: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Cc: Michael Harmon <michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; 
garrywhite@gci.net; Matthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin 
<david.longtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan Bosak <maegan.bosak@cityofsitka.org>; Assembly 
<assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: RE: permit questions 

I am about to leave town and will ask Michael Harmon to provide you a response to your question and 
the latter part of your email. 

Sincerely, 

Mark 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:36 AM 
To: Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org> 
Cc: Michael Harmon <michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; 
garrywhite@gci.net; Matthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin 
<david. longtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan Bosak <maega n .bosa k@cityofsitka.org>; Assembly 
<assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: permit questions 
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Thanks for the quick response. That would explain why the application was submitted so late if the 
applicant was the contractor. However, that is not the case. The applicant is the city. 
Typically the applicant for this type of permit would be the owner. According to the corp. they probably 
would not even accept an application from the contractor. 
This is not the first time the city has gone through this process with the corp. 
I appreciate that the contractor is to secure the permits and costs. That is also typical. I hope that he will 
be paying for staff time (like I did for my records request) and the cost of the consultant that is the agent 
for the city on this application. Is he? 
So, going Back to my original question, is there anything in the contract that makes it contingent on 
securing this corp. permit? 
It's a long document and I am not as familiar with it as staff. I may very well have overlooked such a 
provision. 
Or, more succinctly, is the city protected if this application is denied? 

Thank you again, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 26, 2017, at 9:48 AM, Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Good morning Mr. Dapcevich, 

It is the design-builder's responsibility to secure the permits for the GPIP dock project, 
as highlighted in the attached relevant pages of the contract agreement and the general 
provisions. 

Please let me know if you have additional questions, 

Sincerely, 

Mark Gorman 

Dave Longtin, P.E. 
Senior Engineer 
City and Bomugh of Sitka 
Department of Public Works 
100 Un.coin Street 
Sitka, AK 99835 
P (907) 747-1883 
F (907) 747-3158 

Mr. Gorman, 

The Army Corp of Engineers, Alaska District, is now taking public comment on the GPIP 
multi-purpose dock. It appears this application was recently initiated. 

Along with the other issues that I have addressed it appears that we have entered into a 
contract with a private contractor to build a dock that we don't even have the required 
permits to build. Is this correct? 
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I did not see anything in the contract that makes it contingent on Army Corp. 
approval. Please inform me if I missed it and my concern is invalid. 

Thank you in advance for your prompt reply. 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 

<imageOOl.gif> <image002.gif> <image003.gif> 

<image004.gif> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email 
and/ or attachment may contain information which remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, 
duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose of review by recipient only. This 
restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential 
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Melissa Henshaw 

=rom: 
ient: 
ro: 
:c: 

iubject: 
Utachments: 

\/Ir. Hanson, 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com > 
Thursday, February 02, 2017 3:56 PM 
Brian Hanson 
Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson; Reuben Yerkes; Assembly; 
shannon_haugland@yahoo.com; news@kcaw.org; Mark Gorman 
RE: Your Public Records Request 
Re: permit questions 

rhank you for letting me know that you are unable to comply with my request at this time. I was going to email you 
;ince it was promised yesterday. 
'm not sure what priority commitments you have, or how many. But you did mention it twice. The second mention is 
1lmost foreshadowing notice of another delay in a week. 

rhe original records request is now roughly six weeks old and a month past due. While it may have been encompassing, 
twas a simple enough request. I would think at some point' soon this may achieve "priority commitment status". 

1/laybe in the mean time you can address the can that was kicked down to you. The correspondence is attached on this 
!mail. The last response I received was on 1-27-17 from Michael Harmon saying that you would address it. This is a 
;imple question that the administrator and the public works director don't seem able to answer. Is the city protected if 
he Corp. denies the permit request that was only submitted last_month and a month after the contract was signed? I 
lid not see any clause in the contract that would do so. It's all outlined in the attached correspondence. 

\s you are aware, on 1-20-17 I sent Mayor Hunter a five page memo outlining the various violations of the code and 
:harter in regards to the GPIP dock. On the phone I asked the Mayor to "do the right thing" and bring this before the 
\ssembly at the first meeting in February. I copied you, Assembly Member Bean, and the Administrator on this 
!mail. Subsequently you copied at least the rest of the Assembly on this. I have not heard a word back from anyone. 

:oincidently, the closing of the agenda for that meeting and the time frame you give me for the possibility of addressing 
ny records request are about the same. 

f my records request is not completely and legally complied with, and the GPIP dock is not on the agenda then I will be 
1ppealing your denial of this records request to the Assembly as outlined on the public records request form. 

)ne of the things I worked hard at, for so many years, was to make the City government servants to the citizens of 
iitka. It saddens me to see what I am seeing now. 

tegards, 

'1ARKO DAPCEVICH 
»roject Manager 

:NTERSTATE 

;03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
188-399-1802 Fax 
100 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
vww.interstaterestoration.com 
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:omplete Restoration, Construction &. Service 

J;, Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
vhich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
rom disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
,f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
nessage and any copies. 

=rom: Brian Hanson [mailto:brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Thursday, February 2, 2017 1:34 PM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
:c: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org>; Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org>; Reuben 
'erkes <reuben.yerkes@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: Your Public Records Request 

Vlarko, 

didn't get to your request as expected. I have had many other priority commitments. I don't expect to get to your 
natter until next week. I'll do so as soon as possible next week, but I continue to have many other priority 
:ommitments. 

, again, would appreciate your patience. In the meantime, please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any 

1uestions or concerns. 

lrian 

Brian E. Hanson 
Municipal Attorney 
City 
100 

and Borough of Sitka, Alaska 
Lincoln Street, Sitka, Alaska 99835 
(907)747-1879 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the named recipients. It contains 
information that may be confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from 

lisclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or 
gent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, 
listribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is strickly prohibited. Please notify us immediately that you have received 
his message in error, and delete the message. 
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Melissa Henshaw 

=rom: 
;ent: 
ro: 
:c: 

Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Friday, January 27, 2017 9:29 AM : 
Michael Harmon 
Mark Gorman; Brian Hanson; garrywhite@gci.net; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); David 
Longtin; Maegan Bosak; Assembly 

;ubject: RE: permit questions 

\/Ir. Harmon, 

'm sorry to hear you are in the hospital. I hope everything is ok. 

'm aware of the owners as well as the contractors, options. I deal with both on a regular basis. 

Illy concerns are not about whether or not the contractor performs and I have not noted the contractor being on top of 
:etting the required permits. Quite the contrary. · 

"he city is the applicant and my concerns are that the city is not protected if the permit is not approved. It's all outlined 
n the previous correspondence. 

will wait to hear from Mr. Hanson. 

·hanks, 

IIARKO DAPCEVICH 
1roject Manager 

:NTERSTATE 

i03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
:88-399-1802 Fax 
:oo 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
vww.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

/, Please consider the environment before printing this email 

ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
1hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
·om disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectu.al property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
1essage and any copies. 

=rom: Michael Harmon [mailto:michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Friday, January 27, 2017 11:10 AM 
·o: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
:c: Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; garrywhite@gci.net; · 
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Vlatthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin <david.longtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan 
3osak <maegan.bosak@cityofsitka.org>; Assembly <assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
;ubject: Re: permit questions 

Vlr. Dapcevich: 

Vlark is on leave and I am in the hospital. Brian Hanson will be addressing your questions as appropriate. There are a 
,umber of options an owner can take if a contractor does not comply with the contract requirements. Thus far the 
:ontractor has been very good to work with and as you have noted are on top of getting the permits done as required. 

Vlichael Harmon 

>ublic Works Director 
LOO Lincoln Street 
iitka, AK 99835 
907) 747-1823 

)n Jan 27, 2017, at 9:02 AM, Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> wrote: 

Mr. Gorman, 

Thank you for the reply. Can I get an eta on that response? I will need this information to complete my 
draft letter Mr. Hanson released to the Assembly. I'd like to work on it this weekend. 

Thank you, 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 

<image001.gif> <image002.gif> <image003.gif> 

<image004.gif> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment 
may contain information which remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole 
or in part, other than for the intended purpose of review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any 
contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may contain material that is intellectual property which 
may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative of the company. If you are 
not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
message and any copies. 

From: Mark Gorman [mailto:mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:55 AM 
To: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Cc: Michael Harmon <michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; 
garrywhite@gci.net: Matthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin 
<david.longtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan Bosak <maegan.bosak@cityofsitka.org>; Assembly 
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<assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: RE: permit questions 

I am about to leave town and will ask Michael Harmon to provide you a response to your question and 
the latter part of your email. 

Sincerely, 

Mark 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:36 AM 
To: Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org> 
Cc: Michael Harmon <michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; 
garrywhite@gci.net; Matthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin 
<david. lo ngtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan Bosak <maega n .bosa k@cityofsitka.org>; Assembly 
<assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: permit questions 

Thanks for the quick response. That would explain why the application was submitted so late if the 
applicant was the contractor. However, that is not the case. The applicant is the city. 
Typically the applicant for this type of permit would be the owner. According to the corp. they probably 
would not even accept an application from the contractor. 
This is not the first time the city has gone through this process with the corp. 
I appreciate that the contractor is to secure the permits and costs. That is also typical. I hope that he will 
be paying for staff time (like I did for my records request) and the cost of the consultant that is the agent 
for the city on this application. Is he? 
So, going Back to my original question, is there anything in the contract that makes it contingent on. 
securing this corp. permit? 
It's a long document and I am not as familiar with it as staff. I may very well have overlooked such a 
provision. 
Or, more succinctly, is the city protected if this application is denied? 

Thank you again, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 26, 2017, at 9:48 AM, Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Good morning Mr. Dapcevich, 

It is the design-builder's responsibility to secure the permits for the GPIP dock project, 
as highlighted in the attached relevant pages of the contract agreement and the general 
provisions. 

Please let me know if you have additional questions, 

Sincerely, 

Mark Gorman 
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Dave Longtin, P .E. 
Senior Engineer 
City and Borough of Sitkai 
Department of Public Wo:rks 
100 Lincoln Street 
Sitka, AK 99835 
P (907) 747-1883 
F (907) 747-3158 

Mr. Gorman, 

The Army Corp of Engineers, Alaska District, is now taking public comment on the GPIP 
multi-purpose dock. It appears this application was recently initiated. 

Along with the other issues that I have addressed it appears that we have entered into a 
contract with a private contractor to build a dock that we don't even have the required 
permits to build. Is this correct? 

I did not see anything in the contract that makes it contingent on Army Corp. 
approval. Please inform me if I missed it and my concern is invalid. 

Thank you in advance for your prompt reply. 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email 
and/ or attachment may contain information which remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, 
duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose of review by recipient only. This 
restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential 
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited 
without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may ccintain material that is intellectual property which may not be 
forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative of the 
company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately 
by return email and delete the original message and any copies. 

<GPIP dock agreement.pdf> 

<GPIP dock general conditions.pdf> 
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Melissa Henshaw 

=rom: 
;ent: 
ro: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Friday, January 27, 2017 9:02 AM 
Mark Gorman 

:c: Michael Harmon; Brian Hanson; garrywhite@gci.net; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); David 
Longtin; Maegan Bosak; Assembly 

;ubject: RE: permit questions 

Vlr. Gorman, 

rhank you for the reply. Can I get an eta on that response? I wil.1 need this information to complete my draft letter Mr. 
-ianson released to the Assembly. I'd like to work on it this weekend. 

rhank you, 

"1ARKO DAPCEVICH 
>roject Manager 

[NTERSTATE 

i03-956°6240 Cell Phone 
!88-399-1802 Fax 
!00 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
ivww.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

arm,· 
/:J Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
vhich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
ram disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
:ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
,f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
nessage and any cop.ies. 

=rom: Mark Gorman [mailto:mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org] 
;ent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:55 AM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
:c: Michael Harmon <michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; 
~arrywhite@gci.net; Matthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin 
(david.longtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan Bosak <maegan.bosak@cityofsitka.org>; Assembly 
(assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
;ubject: RE: permit questions 

am about to leave town and will ask Michael Harmon to provide you a response to your question and the latter part of 

rour email. 

ii nee rely, 

1 



Vlark 

=rom: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
ient: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:36 AM 
ro: Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org> 
:c: Michael Harmon <michael.harmon@cityofsitka.org>; Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; 
~arrywhite@gci.net; Matthew Hunter (Assembly) <assemblyhunter@cityofsitka.org>; David Longtin 
~david.longtin@cityofsitka.org>; Maegan Bosak <maegan.bosak@cityofsitka.org>; Assembly 
~assembly@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: Re: permit questions 

rhanks for the quick response. That would explain why the application was submitted so late if the applicant was the 
:ontractor. However, that is not the case. The applicant is the city. 
rypically the applicant for this type of permit would be the owner. According to the corp. they probably would not even 
1ccept an application from the contractor. 
rhis is not the first tim~ the city has gone through this process with the corp. 
appreciate that the contractor is to secure the permits and costs. That is also typical. I hope that he will be paying for 

;taff time (like I did for my records request) and the cost of the consultant that is the agent for the city on this 
1pplication. Is he? 
io, going Back to my original question, is there anything in the contract that makes it contingent on securing this corp 
>ermit? 
t's a long document and I am not as familiar with it as staff. I may very well have overlooked such a provision. 
)r, more succinctly, is the city protected if this application is denied? 

rhank you again, 

ient from my iPhone 

)n Jan 26, 2017, at 9:48 AM, Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Good morning Mr. Dapcevich, 

It is the design-builder's responsibility to secure the permits for the GPIP dock project, as highlighted in 
the attached relevant pages of the contract agreement and the general provisions. 

Please let me know if you have additional questions, 

Sincerely, 

Mark Gorman 

Dave Longtin, P.E. 
Senior Engine~r 
City and Borough of Sitka 
Department of Public Works 
100 Lincoln Street 
Sitka, AK 99835 
P (907) 747-1883 
F (907) 747-3158 
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Mr. Gorman, 

The Army Corp of Engineers, Alaska District, is now taking public comment on the GPIP multi-purpose. 
dock. It appears this application was recently initiated. 

Along with the other issues that I have addressed it appears that we have entered into a contract with a 
private contractor to build a dock that we don't even have the required permits to build. Is this correct? 

I did not see anything in the contract that makes it contingent on Army Corp. approval. Please inform 
me if I missed it and my concern is invalid. 

Thank you in advance for your prompt reply. 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 
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message and any copies. 

<GPIP dock agreement.pdf> · 

<GPIP dock general conditions.pdf> 
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Vlelissa Henshaw 

:rom: 
ient: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Friday, January 27, 2017 8:39 AM 

·o: Brian Hanson 
:c: 
iubject: 

Melissa Henshaw; Sara Peterson 
RE: Your Public Records Request 

'hanks for the response. 

did state that I believe the records request is incomplete. To be clear, it is not just what was excluded for privilege and 
1rotected reasons. There is also other known correspondence that was not included as well as references to 
1ttachments and emails strings that appeared to be incomplete. 

\II of the "research, additional investigation, legal research, and analysis" should have been already completed with my 
nitial request. If not, then it can only mean that the initial request was not completed in earnest. If the city will require 
1dditional fees to complete this request, I will not pay. 

)bviously the city's ten day response time from the initial request has long expired. Regardless, I can certainly be 

1atient until next week. 

F my request is not completed to my satisfaction I will consider my 10 day time frame for assembly appeal to commence 
ram the time that I receive a final response from you. 

·hank you, 

tARKO DAPCEVICH 
•roject Manager 

NTERSTATE 

;03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
:88-399-1802 Fax 
:oo 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
IIWW.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction &. Service 

A Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
1hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
rom disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
,fthe company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 

nessage and any. copies. 

=rom: Brian Hanson [mailto:brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:50 PM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
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Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org>; Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Your Public Records Request 

Marko, 

This will respond to your emails to Deputy Clerk Melissa Henshaw, dated January 14, 2017, and January 16, 2017. In 
those emails you complain that CBS's response, dated January 4, 2017, to your Public Records Request (PRR), dated 
December 17, 2016, is incomplete and wrongly relies on the attorney-client privilege to exclude production of certain 
requested communications. 

Please be advised that I will reconsider your PRR in full. This reconsideration will require additional investigation, legal 
research, and analysis. However, my busy schedule does not permit immediate attention to this matter. 

I expect to complete the reconsideration of your PRR and respond to you by next Wednesday, February 1, 2017. I would 
~ppreciate your patience until then. In the meantime, please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or 
:oncerns. 

;incerely, 

3rian 

3rian E. Hanson 
Vlunicipal Attorney 
:ity and Borough of Sitka, Alaska 
907)747-1879 
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Vlelissa Henshaw 

=rom: 
ient: 
ro: 
:c: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:36 AM 
Mark Gorman 
Michael Harmon; Brian Hanson; garrywhite@gci.net; Matthew Hunter (Assembly); David 
Longtin; Maegan Bosak; Assembly 

iubject: Re: permit questions 

·hanks for the quick response. That would explain why the application was submitted so late ifthe applicant was the 
:ontractor. However, that is not the case. The applicant is the city. 
"ypically the applicant for this type of permit would be the owner. According to the corp. they probably would not even 
1ccept an application from the contractor. 
"his is not the first time the city has gone through this process with the corp. 
appreciate that the contractor is to secure the permits and costs. That is also typical. I hope that he will be paying for 
;taff time (like I did for my records request) and the cost of the consultant that is the agent for the city on this 
1pplication. Is he? 
;o, going Back to my original question, is there anything in the contract that makes it contingent on securing this corp 
iermit? 
t's a long document and I am not as familiar with it as staff. I may very well have overlooked such a provision. 
)r, more succinctly, is the city protected if this application is denied? 

~hank you again, 

;ent from my iPhone 

)n Jan 26, 2017, at 9:48 AM, Mark Gorman <mark.gorman@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Good morning Mr. Dapcevich, 

It is the design-builder's responsibility to secure the permits for the GPIP dock project, as highlighted in 
the attached relevant pages of the contract agreement and the general provisions. 

Please let me know if you have additional questions, 

Sincerely, 

Mark Gorman 

Dave Longtin, P.E. 
Senior Engineer 
City and Borough of Sitka 
Department of Public Works 
100 Lincoln Street 
Sitka, AK 99835 
P (907) 747-1883 
F (907) 747-3158 

Mr. Gorman, 
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The Army Corp of Engineers, Alaska District, is now taking public comment on the GPIP multi-purpose 
dock. It appears this application was recently initiated. 

Along with the other issues that I have addressed it appears that we have entered into a contract with a 
private contractor to build a dock that we don't even have the required permits to build. Is this correct? 

I did not see anything in the contract that makes it contingent on Army Corp. approval. Please inform 
me if I missed it and my concern is invalid. 

Thank you in advance for your prompt reply. 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 
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copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may contain material that is intellectual property which 
may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative of the company. If you are 
not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
message and any copies. 
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~elissa Henshaw 

rom: 
:ent: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com > 
Wednesday, January 25, 2017 10:35 PM 

·o: Mark Gorman 
:c: 
:ubject: 

Assembly; jamie.r.hyslop@usace.army.mil 
POA-2016-576 

/Ir. Gorman, 

'he Army Corp of Engineers, Alaska District, is now taking public comment on the GPIP multi-purpose dock. It appears 
his application was recently initiated. 

dong with the other issues that I have addressed it appears that we have entered into a contract with a private 
ontractor to build a dock that we don't even have the required permits to build. Is this correct? 

did not see anything in the contract that makes it contingent on Army Corp. approval. Please inform me if I missed it 
ind my concern is invalid. 

·hank you in advance for your prompt reply. 

IARKO DAPCEVICH 
•roject Manager 

NTERSTATE 

m-956-6240 Cell Phone 
88-399-1802 Fax 
:oo 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
'NIW.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction &. Service 

/; Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
1hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
rom disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
,f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
1essage and any copies. 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com > 
Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:53 AM 

To: Melissa Henshaw 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Brian Hanson; Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
RE: Receipt 

Thanks Melissa. I can understand why you would have thought that it came from the Attorney. I would assume that the 
letter, or at least the subject matter, was written by Brian and sent out by the Clerk. I would like to have her letter 
confirmed by the Brian before I proceed. 

The city is withholding documents that I know exist, and are not privileged. 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
i>roject Manager 

[NTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
388-399-1802 Fax 
300 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
NWW.interstaterestoration.com 

;omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

/; Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
vhich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
1f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
rom disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
:ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
1f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
nessage and any copies. 

=rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:04 AM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
:c: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.c:irg>; Aaron Bean (Assembly) <assemblybean@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: RE: Receipt 

,he letter is attached. It is from the Clerk actually, sorry I miss-wrote. 

~{lti:;ssa tt{ln8Shaw, CMC 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street * Sitka, AK 99835 
'h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 
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i/lessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

=rom: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
ient: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:38 PM 
·o: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
:c: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org>; Aaron Bean (Assembly) <assemblybean@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: RE: Receipt 

i/lellissa, 

f\/as this a letter to me? I never saw such a letter. 

t seems that the rest of this will be in the hands of Brian. That being said, the remainder of this email is for him. He is 
:opied on this email. I have also copied Assembly member Bean as he has publicly spoke of correspondence about this 
ssue. It's only fair that he should be made aware of my request. 

n some instances the communication between an Assembly Member and the Attorney may be privileged. However to 
1se that as an excuse to exclude all correspondence is obstructionist. If there is any privileged information it can simply 
>e redacted. You cannot make correspondence from an Assembly member privileged if that person does not wish it to 
>e so. Did you Consult the Assembly members on this request? If you are going to exempt any of the documents of my 
·equest I ask that you cite the statute that allows you to exclude it. 

3e that as it may, the rest of the information should.immediately be-made available to me. There is certainly no 
!xpectation of privilege between an Assembly member and the Administrator, or any of the other information listed in 
ny prior email. 

rhat being said, I expect a thorough response to my records request. 

(ou know me well enough to know that I'm not going to roll over on this. 

IIARKO DAPCEVICH 
>roject Manager 

:NTERSTATE 

i03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
!88-399-1802 Fax 
100 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
rvww.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

-,A Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALllY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
vhich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
>f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
ram disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without Inter.state's prior permission. This message may 
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ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
1essage and any copies. 

:rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Monday, January 16, 2017 3:59 PM 
·o: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
iubject: RE: Receipt 

would assume so. In the letter he wrote he mentioned that correspondence between the 
~ttorney and Assembly members is Privileged Attorney/Client Communications. 

11\flli&;&;a tl(ln&;haw. CM c 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
]ty and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
>h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747~7403 

/lessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

:rom: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
:ent: Monday, January 16, 2017 1:53 PM 
·o: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
:ubject: RE: Receipt 

io is it safe to assume that it was his decision to exclude all the documents? 

IARKO DAPCEVICH 
•roject Manager 

NTERSTATE 

:03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
:88-399-1802 Fax 
00 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Seivice 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
IIWW.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction &. Service 

/; Please consider the environment before printing this email 

ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
rhich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
·om disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 

1essage and any copies. 
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rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
ent: Monday, January 16, 2017 3:08 PM 
·o: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
ubject: RE: Receipt 

/larko, 

've forwarded your questions on to the Legal Department for explanation. However, Brian 
ianson, Municipal Attorney, tried to fly in yesterday and couldn't make it so he is out of the office 
intil at least tomorrow . 

. et me know if you don't hear from them by the end of the week! 

l\flli$~a ti(ln$haw, CMC 
>eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
'h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

~essages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

rom: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
ent: Saturday, January 14, 2017 4:28 PM 
·o: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
ubject: RE: Receipt 

/lelissa, 

received the information today. I took a cursory look at it this morning and it is incomplete. 

·here are emails that refer to attachments with no attachments. 
'here are email chains that seem to be incomplete. 
'here is no correspondence to or from the attorney. 
·here is no correspondence to or from Assembly member Bean. 
'here is nothing from the executive session. 

'lease refer to the original request. 

f you have time, I would appreciate a call to discuss further. 

·hank you, 

IARKO DAPCEVICH 
1roject Manager 

NTERSTATE 

03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
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388-399-1802 Fax 
300 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

rndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
NWW.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

,'1 Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONF1DENTIALl1Y NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
vhich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
rom disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying ofthis message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
:ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
>f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
nessage and any copies. 

=rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Thursday, January 5, 2017 1:47 PM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
iubject: Receipt 

rhe public records request is on its way to you. Attached is your receipt. 

;ave a great rest of your day, 

~fl1fa;$a tt{ln:;haw. CMC 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
100 Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
)h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

Vlessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

=rom: noreply 
ient: Thursday, January OS, 2017 7:20 AM 
ro: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: Scanned Images from Ad min Savin 9080 
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Jlelissa Henshaw 

rom: 
ent: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com > 
Monday, January 16, 2017 4:38 PM 

·o: Melissa Henshaw 
:c: 
,ubject: 

Brian Hanson; Aaron Bean (Assembly) 
RE: Receipt 

~ellissa, 

Vas this a letter to me? I never saw such a letter. 

: seems that the rest of this will be in the hands of Brian. That being said, the remainder of this email is for him. He is 
opied on this email. I have also copied Assembly member Bean as he has publicly spoke of correspondence about this 
;sue. It's only fair that he should be made aware of my request. 

1 some instances the communication between an Assembly Member and the Attorney may be privileged. However to 
1se that as an excuse to exclude all correspondence is obstructionist. If there is any privileged information it can simply 
1e redacted. You cannot make correspondence from an Assembly member privileged if that person does not wish it to 
1e so. Did you Consult the Assembly members on this request? If you are going to exempt any of the documents of my 
equest I ask that you cite the statute that allows you to exclude it. 

:e that as it may, the rest of the information should immediately be made available to me. There is certainly no 
xpectation of privilege between an Assembly member and the Administrator, or any of the other information listed in 
1y prior email. 

·hat being said, I expect a thorough response to my records request. 

·ou know me well enough to know that I'm not going to roll over on this. 

IARKO DAPCEVICH 
1roject Manager 

NTERSTATE 

03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
88-399-1802 Fax 
,00 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

11dapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
i,ww,interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction &. Service 

~ Please consider the environment before printing this email 

ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain-information 
1hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates ofthe scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
·om disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 

1essage and any copies. 
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From: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 3:59 PM 
To: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Subject: RE: Receipt 

I would assume so. In the letter he wrote he mentioned that correspondence between the 
Attorney and Assembly members is Privileged Attorney/Client Communications. 

Mrili:s~a ttrina;haw. CMC 
Deputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:::ity and Borough of Sitka 
100 Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
Ph 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

Vlessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

=rom: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
ient: Monday, January 16, 2017 1:53 PM 
ro: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: RE: Receipt 

;o is it safe to assume that it was his decision to exclude all the documents? 

'1ARKO DAPCEVICH 
,roject Manager 

:NTERSTATE 

i03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
188-399-1802 Fax 
IOO 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
rvww.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction &. Service 

J;, Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
1hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
·om disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
fthe company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
1essage and any copies. 

:rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Monday, January 16, 2017 3:08 PM 
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·o: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
:ubject: RE: Receipt 

{!arko, 

've forwarded your questions on to the Legal Department for explanation. However, Brian 
-fanson, Municipal Attorney, tried to fly in yesterday and couldn't make it so he is out of the office 
mtil at least tomorrow . 

. et me know if you don't hear from them by the end of the week! 

ll\izlfa;$8 ttizn$h8W, CMC 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
>h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

/lessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

:rom: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
:ent: Saturday, January 14, 2017 4:28 PM 
·o: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
:ubject: RE: Receipt 

/lelissa, 

received the information today. I took a cursory look at it this morning and it is incomplete. 

·here are emails that refer to attachments with no attachments. 
'here are email chains that seem to be i_ncomplete. 
'here is no correspondence to or from the attorney. 
·here is no correspondence to or from Assembly member Bean. 
'here is nothing from the executive session. 

'lease refer to the original request. 

f you have time, I would appreciate a call to discuss further. 

·hank you, 

IIARKO DAPCEVICH 
»roject Manager 

:NTERSTATE 

i03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
188-399-1802 Fax 
100 622~6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 
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ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
11ww.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

/,, Please consider the environment before printing this email 

ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
,hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
·om disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
1essage and any copies. 

:rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
,ent: Thursday, January 5, 2017 1:47 PM 
·o: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
,ubject: Receipt 

-he public records request is on its way to you. Attached is your receipt. 

iave a great rest of your day, 

!j\flli$~a tt{ln.§;haw, CMC 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street * Sitka, AK 99835 
'h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

vlessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

=rom: noreply. 
ient: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:20 AM 
·o: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: Scanned Images from Adm in Savin 9080 
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Vlelissa Henshaw 

:rom: 
ient: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Monday, January 16, 2017 1:53 PM 

·o: 
iubject: 

Melissa Henshaw 
RE: Receipt 

io is it safe to assume that it was his decision to exclude all the documents? 

tARKO DAPCEVICH 
•roject Manager 

NTERSTATE 

;03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
:88-399-1802 Fax 
:oo 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
11WW.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

I; Please consider the environment before printing this email 

ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
,hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. lnfor~ation may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
·om disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
1essage and any copies. 

:rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Monday, January 16, 2017 3:08 PM 
·o: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
iubject: RE: Receipt 

Vlarko, 

've forwarded your questions on to the Legal Department for explanation. However, Brian 
~anson, Municipal Attorney, tried to fly in yesterday and couldn't make it so he is out of the office 
mtil at least tomorrow. 

_et me know if you don't hear from them by the end of the week! 

lr\(lti§;§;a tt(ln~haw, CMC 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
'h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

1 



~essages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

rom: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
ent: Saturday, January 14, 2017 4:28 PM 
o: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
ubject: RE: Receipt 

~elissa, 

received the information today. I took a cursory look at it this morning and it is incomplete. 

here are emails that refer to attachments with no attachments. 
here are email chains that seem to be incomplete. 
here is no correspondence to or from the attorney. 
here is no correspondence to or from Assembly member Bean. 
here is nothing from the executive session. 

lease refer to the original request. 

'you have time, I would appreciate a call to discuss further. 

hank you, 

IARKO DAPCEVICH 
'roject Manager 

NTERSTATE 

03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
88-399-1802 Fax 
00 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

1dapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
,ww.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

~ Please consider the environment before printing this email 

ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
'hich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
om disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
Jntain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
f the company. If you are not the intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
1essage and any copies. 

:rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org1 
ient: Thursday, January 5, 2017 1:47 PM 
·o: Marko Dap~evich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
iubject: Receipt 

2 



f"he public records request is on its way to you. Attached is your receipt. 

-lave a great rest of your day, 

lf\{lti:;:;e tt{ln:;hew. CMC 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
)h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

Vlessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

=rom: noreply 
ient: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:20 AM 
ro: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: Scanned Images from Adm in Savin 9080 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
Sent: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com > 
Saturday, January 14, 2017 4:28 PM 

To: Melissa Henshaw 
Subject: RE: Receipt 

Melissa, 

I received the information today. I took a cursory look at it this morning and it is incomplete. 

There are emails that refer to attachments with no attachments. 
There are email chains that seem to be incomplete. 
There is no correspondence to or from the attorney. 
There is no correspondence to or from Assembly member Bean. 
There is nothing from the executive session. 

Please refer to the original request. 

If you have time, I would appreciate a call to discuss further. 

rhank you, 

"IARKO DAPCEVICH 
l'roject Manager 

[NTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
388-399-1802 Fax 
300 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
NWW.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

,Ii Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment m~y contain information 
vhich remains the property of Interstate and shall not be forwarded, reproduced, duplicated and or otherwise utilized, in whole or in part, other than for the intended purpose 
,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
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=rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Thursday, January 5, 2017 1:47 PM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
iubject: Receipt 
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-he public records request is on its way to you. Attached is your receipt. 

iave a great rest of your day, 

11\{lti:;:;a tt{ln~haw, CMC. 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
oo Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
>h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

v'lessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

:rom: noreply 
ient: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:20 AM 
·o: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: Scanned Images from Adm in Savin 9080 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
;ent: 
ro: 
)Ubject: 

Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:28 PM 
Melissa Henshaw 
RE: Public Records Request 

have a credit card on file with the city for my utilities. Will that work? If not I'll have to call in. 
can't mail in payment because I'm working in Portland and didn't bring my checkbook. 

>lease mail it to: 
:i417 West Shaw Butte Drive 
31endale, AZ 85304 
'II be there in a week and won't be back to Sitka until early February. 

IIIARKO DAPCEVICH 
1roject Manager 

:NTERSTATE 

i03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
188-399-1802 Fax 
100 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
r.,ww.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 

'1 Please consider the environment before printing this email 

:ONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are intended to be viewed only by the listed recipient(s). This email and/ or attachment may contain information 
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,f review by recipient only. This restriction shall specifically include estimates of the scope of any contemplated work. Information may be privileged, confidential and exempt 
rom disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited without lnterstate's prior permission. This message may 
ontain material that is intellectual property which may not be forwarded, reproduced, utilized or duplicated without specific written consent from an authorized representative 
,fthe company. If you are notthe intended recipient, or if you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original 
~essage and any copies. · 

=rom: Melissa Henshaw [mailto:melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org] 
ient: Wednesday, January 4, 2017 6:14 PM 
ro: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
iubject: RE: Public Records Request 

(our request is ready. The total due is $216.81. The customer service counter is open from 10 am to 
i pm Monday through Friday. We can set up a time for you to call if that works for you to make 
>ayment, I just need to give c::ustomer service the paperwork. If that doesn't work, you can mail in 
1 payment also. 

_et me know how you would like to proceed. Also let me know where you would like this 
nformation to be mailed to. I have 104 Remington Way. 

rhanks, 
1 



ritiri1i:;$a ttrin$haw, CMC 
)eputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
100 Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
)h 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

Vlessages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public Records Law. 

=rom: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
ient: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 5:20 PM 
ro: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
iubject: Re: Public Records Request 

-he thumb drive will be fine. Is it done? 

ient from my iPhone 

)n Jan 3, 2017, at 5:29 PM, Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

I Marko, 

I'm working on compiling all of your information for your request. I have two 
different ways I can get you the information 1) all paper "hard" copies with an 
estimated cost of $50 or 2) on a thumb drive. The thumb drive cost is $5.95. 

Just let me know which of the above you prefer. 

Happy New Year, 

Mrili$$6 tlrinihaw. CMC 
Deputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
City and Borough of Sitka 
100 Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
Ph 907-747-1826 * FAX 907-747-7403 

Messages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public 
Records Law. 

From: Sara Peterson 
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2016 10:38 AM 
To: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: RE: Public Records Request 

2 



Of course, Marko. Merry Christmas! 

Melissa is our Records Specialist and will be working with staff to compile the information and 
contact you when the request is complete. I will be out of the office next week. If you have any 
questions regarding yo'ur request you can contact her at melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org or 
747-1826. 

Best, 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2016 9:29 AM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 

Proceed. However, I expect it to be complete. If a document needs to be redacted, ther:t so be it. But I 
expect it to be included. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 23, 2016, at 10:10 AM, Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Hi Marko, 

After speaking with respective staff this week, I'm estimating the cost of this 
records request to be around $250. It could be more or less once we get into the 
details. Would you like us to proceed with gathering the information? 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2016 12:14 PM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 

That's fine. Do you have an eta? We are three days into the ten. 
Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2016, at 1:21 PM, Marko Dapcevich 
<mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> wrote: 

Sarah, 
Please see attached. 

3 



( 

Thank you, 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
8QO 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
,ent: 
ro: 
!;ubject: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Tuesday, January 03, 2017 5:20 PM 
Melissa Henshaw 
Re: Public Records Request 

rhe thumb drive will be fine. Is it done? 

ient from my iPhone 

Jn Jan 3, 2017, at 5:29 PM, Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

I Marko, 

I'm working on compiling all of your information for your request. I have two 
different ways I can get you the information 1) all paper "hard" copies with an 
estimated cost of $50 or 2) on a thumb drive. The thumb drive cost is $5.95. 

Just let me know which of the above you prefer. 

Happy New Year, 

Mrzlis;$8 tlrzn$haw. CMC 
Deputy Clerk/Records Specialist 
City and Borough of Sitka 
100 Lincoln Street* Sitka, AK 99835 
Ph 907-747-1826 .* FAX 907-747-7403 

Messages to and from this email address may be available to the public under Alaska Public 
Records Law. 

From: Sara Peterson 
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2016 10:38 AM 
To: Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: RE: Public Records Request 

Of course, Marko. Merry Christmas! 

Melissa is our Records Specialist and will be working with staff to compile the information and 
contact you when the request is complete. I will be out of the office next week. If you have any 
questions regarding your request you can contact her at melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org cir 
747-1826. 

1 



Best, 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2016 9:29 AM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 

Proceed. However, I expect it to be complete. If a document needs to be redacted, then so be it. But I 
expect it to be included. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 23, 2016, at 10:10 AM, Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Hi Marko, 

After speaking with respective staff this week, I'm estimating the cost of this 
records request to be around $250. It could be more or less once we get into the 
details. Would you like us to proceed with gathering the information? 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2016 12:14 PM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 

That's fine. Do you have an eta? We are three days into the ten. 
Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2016, at 1:21 PM, Marko Dapcevich 
<mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> wrote: 

Sarah, 
Please see attached. 
Thank you, 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 
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mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
;ent: 
ro: 

Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Friday, December 23, 2016 10:51 AM 
Sara Peterson 

Cc: 
;ubject: 

Melissa Henshaw 
Re: Public Records Request 

Vlerry Christmas to you too. 
rhanks, 

;ent from my iPhone 

Jn Dec 23, 2016, at 11:38 AM, Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Of course, Marko. Merry Christmas! 

Melissa is our Records Specialist and will be working with staff to compile the information and 

contact you when the request is complete. I will be out of the office next week. If you have any 

questions regarding your request you can contact her at melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org or 

747-1826. 

Best, 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2016 9:29 AM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Cc: Melissa Henshaw <melissa.henshaw@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 

Proceed. However, I expect it to be complete. If a document needs to be redacted, then so be it. But I 
expect it to be included. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 23, 2016, at 10:10 AM, Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Hi Marko, 

After speaking with respective staff this week, I'm estimating the cost of this 

records request to be around $250. It could be more or less once we get into the 

details. Would you like us to proceed with gathering the information? 

1 



From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 201612:14 PM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 

That's fine. Do you have an eta? We are three days into the ten. 
Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2016, at 1:21 PM, Marko Dapcevich 
<mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> wrote: 

Sarah, 
Please see attached. 
Thank you, 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 

Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 
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Melissa Henshaw 

From: 
ient: 
ro: 
:c: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> 
Friday, December 23, 2016 9:29 AM 
Sara Peterson 
Melissa Henshaw 

iubject: Re: Public Records Request 

>roceed. However, I expect it to be complete. If a document needs to be redacted, then so be it. But I expect it to be 
ncluded. 

rhank you, 

,ent from my iPhone 

Jn Dec 23, 2016, at 10:10 AM, Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> wrote: 

Hi Marko, 

After speaking with respective·staff this week, I'm estimating the cost of this records request to 
be around $250. It could be more or less once we get into the details. Would you like us to 
proceed with gathering the information? 

From: Marko Dapcevich [mailto:mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2016 12:14 PM 
To: Sara Peterson <sara.peterson@cityofsitka.org> 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 

That's fine. Do you have an eta? We are three days into the ten. 
Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2016, at 1:21 PM, Marko Dapcevich <mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com> wrote: 

Sarah, 
Please see attached. 
Thank you, 

MARKO DAPCEVICH 
Project Manager 

INTERSTATE 

503-956-6240 Cell Phone 
888-399-1802 Fax 
800 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
www.interstaterestoration.com 
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Complete Restoration, Construction & Service 
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Vlelissa Henshaw 

=rom: 
ient: 
io: 
:c: 
iubject: 

lrian, 

Marko Dapcevich <markodap@hotmail.com> 
Saturday, December 17, 2016 10:07 AM 
Brian Hanson 
Mark Gorman; Assembly; Reuben Yerkes 
Re: Your email to Mark Gorman of 12/13/16 

·hank you for your prompt and thorough response. 

appreciate the time and consideration you put into your email.. I received nothing from Mr. Gorman. I will 
1ssume at this point, you are responding on his behalf as well. 

'Vhile I do not wish to get into a debate with you, I would like to expand my thoughts on the subject. 

would disagree with you on your interpretation. Maybe we can agree to disagree. Or, maybe we can agree 
hat the ordinance could be worded a little more clearly. I still contend that to not be included is being : 
:xcluded. Any other person would need their presence requested in the affirmative in the motion, or they are 
:xcluded. Since Robert.s rules of order require motions be made in the affirmative it seems counter intuitive ih 
10th senses. That being said, your interpretation makes sense as well. 

'ou are correct that the clerk is the parliamentarian. That was a miscue on my part. That ordinance was 
,assed after my time. However, the code still does state that "the attorney or clerk may comment on 
,arliamentary, procedural and/or legal issues". {2.04.130c} 

·hat traditionally has been the case. And, in my opinion, it would be good for corrections like that to be 1 
nade. A statement that something is required in the charter can stick with both the Assembly and the public: 
inless it is immediately corrected. : 

,ince I was not privy to a motion that you distributed at the meeting, that was not in the packet, I stand by my 
tatement that the motion prepared by staff (in the assembly packet) was not compliant to AS 44.62.310(b). 

will also stand by my statement that there is nothing in the Charter that requires the clerk, administrator, or 
1ttorney into executive session. 

,ince you have copied the rest of the Assen,bly on this, for their future reference, please clarify that to them. 1 

will make that public records request with the clerk as you requested. 

·hank you again for your time in responding. You are the city attorney and I respect your opinions. I, after al 
im just a spectator. 

legards. 

/larko Dapcevich 
1 



,03-956-6240 

=rom: Brian Hanson <brian.hanson@cityofsitka.org> 
ient: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:22:57 PM 
·o: markodap@hotmail.com 
:c: Mark Gorman; Assembly; Reuben Yerkes 
iubject: Your email to Mark Gorman of 12/13/16 

v'larko, 

"his will respond to your above referenced email. 

;Ge 2.04.020.F. provides that the administrator, attorney and clerk "will attend executive sessions of the assembly, 
mless otherwise excluded in the motion to enter into executive session." (emphasis added) The language of the code 
s mandatory, i.e., they will attend unless excluded. Since neither the administrator, attorney, nor clerk were excluded 
n last night's motion to go into executive session, they were obligated by code to attend the executive session. 

,s for the attendance of the administrator, attorney, and/or clerk in executive sessions during your tenure on the 
,ssembly, the code may have been different or the motions may have excluded certain participants. Regardless, under 
hese circumstances, I don't believe it would be helpful for me ~o opine on past actions of past assemblies 

'lease note, the municipal attorney is not parliamentarian. SGC 2.04.110, adopted in 2013, provides: "The municipal 
:lerk shall act as parliamentarian." (emphasis added) Regardless, there was no reason for the parliamentarian to make 
1 correction: 

,lso note, it's my opinion that the proposed motion to enter into executive session prepared by staff was compliant with 
,s 44.62.310(b). I'm not sure you're referring to the same proposed motion as me. There was a revised proposed 
notion that was presented to the Assembly at the meeting which wasn't in the Assembly packet. I assisted in its 
1reparation and advised the clerk that it was legally compliant. 

:inally, with respect to your document request, please make a formal Public Records Request with the clerk. 

·hank you for your interest in the City and Borough of Sitka. Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any 
1uestions or concerns. 

legards, 

lrian 

lrian E. Hanson 
/lunicipal Attorney 
:ity and Borough of Sitka 
907)747-1879 
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Vlelissa Henshaw 

:rom: 
ient: 

Marko Dapcevich < mdapcevich@interstaterestoration.com > 
Sunday, April 24, 201610:17 AM 
Assembly ·o: 

~ttachmerits: Madam Mayor and members of the Assembly.docx 

11ease read the attached document. 

"hank you, 

tARKO DAPCEVICH 
•roject Manager 

NTERSTATE 

:03-956-6240 Cell Phone 
:88-399-1802 Fax 
:oo 622-6433 24 Hour Emergency Service 

ndapcevich@interstaterestoration.com 
IIWW.interstaterestoration.com 

:omplete Restoration, Construction & Service 
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